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STOCK EXCHANGE IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY FRANKFURT

1. [FRANKFURT.] Dess Heil.
Reichs Statt Frankfurt am
Mayn, Erneüerte Ordnüng, In
Wechsel – und Kauffmanns –
Geschäfften.
[Frankfurt.] Getruckt im Jahr MDCLXVI.
[1666.] First edition. Folio (21.5 x
36cm) [8]pp., title-page with woodcut
arms of Frankfurt, uncut & unbound as
issued, paper browned, several marginal
waterstains (not affecting legibility),old
horizontal fold, uncut edges.

First edition of this scarce and
important
printed
ordinance
containing new regulations for bills
of exchange and financial transactions for merchants trading in the
city of Frankfurt, one of the foremost
German centres of commerce. The
rules outlined here in twenty points
and passed in the city senate on 18
September 1666 are considered to
have had considerable influence in
developing Frankfurt’s position as a
European financial centre.

On account of the financial disorder
caused by fraudulent abuse of bills of
exchange at the Frankfurt trade fairs
and the resulting negative impact of
protracted legal disputes, the senate
of the city of Frankfurt decided to
enact these new regulations. They
include measures concerning the
granting of power of attorney and increased requirements for the keeping of records of the names of the
actual operators of specific companies. Bills of exchange must state clearly who is authorised to deal with
them. Bills of exchange issued during fairs have to make clear how long they are valid. Disputes about
bills of exchange or cases of non-acceptance or non-payment must be settled before notaries, with the
party at fault then paying the legal cost. The regulations further standardise the rules concerning bills of
exchange in different currencies and the setting of exchange rates. The last section deals with bankruptcy
and bills of exchange. Perhaps the most significant change was permitting bills of exchange to be
endorsed. This allowed the holder of a bill to endorse it in favour of a creditor for the clearance of his own
debts. This new transferability then created the possibility of bills of exchange being traded as financial
instruments, influencing the development of the nascent Frankfurt Stock Exchange. Open throughout the
year, the independent Börse began to challenge the primacy of the old fair-based financial system of the
Messe (see: Holtfrerich, Carl-Ludwig, Frankfurt as a financial centre: from medieval trade fair to European
banking centre, Munich: Beck, 1999, p.103).

Not in Kress or Goldsmiths’. VD17 lists 4 copies (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin; Darmstadt, Universitätsund Landesbibliothek; Göttingen, Niedersächsische Staats-und Universitätsbibliothek; Wolfenbüttel,
Herzog-August-Bibliothek). OCLC adds 1 copy (Universitätsbibliothek Johann Christian Senckenberg,
Frankfurt).
£1750
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SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
GERMAN BAROQUE
COPPER PRINTING
PLATE

2. Christoff Beller des
grossen Raths ... in
Nürnberg. Gebohren den
19 Sep. 1607. Gestorbe den
14. Oct. 1681.
[Nuremberg.] Jacob Sandrart
sculpsit.
[c.1681.]
Copper
printing plate, engraved on one side
(23.6 x 32.3cm) blank verso with
a little old ink-marking &
patination, very good condition;
together with a modern printing of
the engraving on card.

A scarce example of a seventeenth century copper printing
plate engraved by a well-known
engraver. The German Baroque
printmaker Jacob von Sandrart
(1630-1708)
trained
in
Amsterdam under his uncle,

the painter and art historian
Joachim von Sandrart (16061688), before settling in
Nuremberg in 1656. This copper
plate was engraved c.1681 by von
Sandrart for a commemorative
print of the Nuremberg city
official Christoff Beller (16071681), depicted here in fur-lined
cape, wearing his chains of office
and clasping a passion flower, a
symbol of the Crucifixion. The
text below sings his praises: “Seht
an den guten Baum, der gute
Früchte trug! Den hochgelobten
Mann from, still. großmüthig,
klug! Der seine Kinder wohl
vermählet konnte sehen. Wohl
dem, der auch wie Er so kann von
hinnen gehen!”.
£950
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BEER & BOOKBINDING TAXED IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY FRANKFURT

3. [FRANKFURT.] Der Statt Franckfurt am Mayn Taxordnung.
Frankfurt, Johann Schmidlin. 1623. First edition. 4to (18 x 21cm) 47, [1]pp., title-page with large
woodcut arms (city of Frankfurt) paper evenly toned throughout, uncut, unopened, unbound & unstitched
as issued.

First edition, scarce, of this early seventeenth century compendium of taxes levied in the
German city of Frankfurt. This copy is uncut, unbound, unopened & unstitched – folded into
quires in the original condition in which it would have left the printer’s premises in Frankfurt.
It lists charges on all manner of local food and drinks, noting different meats, various types of
fresh fish, Dutch and spiced cheeses, stockfish, pickled herring, butter, salted salmon, bacon
and beer. There is much detail also concerning charges on goods and services supplied by
tradespeople and merchants, including apothecaries, butchers, goldsmiths, blacksmiths,
locksmiths, saddlers, glaziers, shoemakers, carpenters, linen weavers and bookbinders.
OCLC locates 3 copies (Badisches Landesmuseum; Universitätsbibliothek Johann Christian
Senckenberg, Frankfurt; Universitätsbibliothek Heidelberg). VD17 23:302715E locates 3
copies (Universitätsbibliothek Erfurt; Herzog-August-Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel; Sächsische
Landesbibliothek, Dresden).
£750
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BUSBECQ’S LETTERS FROM FRANCE TO RUDOLPH II

4. BUSBECQ, Ogier Ghislain de. Augeri Gisleni Busbequi, Cæsaris apud Regem Gallorum
legati, Epistolæ ad Rudolphum II. imperatorem, e bibliotheca Jo. Bapt. Hovvaert I. C.
patriccii Bruxellensis.
Louvain, Typis Philippi Dormalii. 1630. First edition. 8vo (11.5 x 17.5cm) [4], 102, [2] leaves, (including final
blank) a few pencil markings, very good in contemporary plain vellum, bookplate c.1900 “Libro Liber GH” (Gabriel
Hanotaux 1853-1944), spine with contemporary manuscript ink title, back board with a few small patches of wear,
light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this posthumous publication of the letters penned to Holy Roman Emperor
Rudolph II of Prague (1552-1612) by the celebrated ambassador Ogier Ghislain de Busbecq (15221592). Dating between 1582 and 1585 and reporting on French politics and life at the French court
under king Henry III (1551-1589), this is the first printing of these diplomatic letters, Busbecq’s
Turkish letters having been published earlier as Itinera Constantinopolitanum et Amasianum
(Antwerp,1581). Printed at Louvain in Belgium, the 53 Latin letters here were edited by the humanist
poet and playwright Johan Baptist Houwaert (1533-1599), his dedication being addressed to Ferdinand
de Boisschot (1570-1649), prominent Belgian jurist and diplomat.

OCLC locates 7 copies only (Bibliothèque Municipale de Lyon; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; New
York University; University of Oxford; Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève; Bibliothèque Séminaire
Limoges; Bibliothèque Mazarine). No copy in British Library.
£1250
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ELIZABETHAN SURVEY OF NORFOLK FENLAND ESTATE

5. HEXHAM, John. The survey of the lande of Thomas Hunston Esquier in Walpole in the
parts of march-lande in the countie of Norf[ol]k and of all such lande as is holden of the
saide Thomas in the townes of Walpole Walton Walsoken Emneth and Well ... taken in the
moneth of October in the yere of our Lord 1593 ...
[Norfolk, October 1593.] Autograph manuscript, ink on vellum in English secretary hand. Folio (21 x 30cm) [4,
blank], 66, [2] pages, interleaved [in the eighteenth century] with laid paper blanks, foot of initial blank with coloured
sixteenth century coat of arms initialled H.C., verso of last leaf with some faded manuscript notations, small book label
of “Peter A. Crofts” (1990s?), small tear to tip of last two leaves (no loss of text), a few negligible marginal stains,
eighteenth century calf gilt, rebacked, recornered & with endpapers renewed to style in old paper.

Rare Books

A scarce Elizabethan survey, this manuscript recording the Norfolk fenland estates of Thomas Hunston of
Walpole was penned in October 1593 by the surveyor John Hexham. Written in English on parchment
in Hexham’s fine secretary hand, it records in detail Hunston’s lands in “Walpole Walton Walsoken
Emneth and Well”, noting boundaries, field and path names, with details of tenants and neighbours.
Thomas Hunston is recorded writing 1 May 1607 with Thomas Hewar to Sir Nathaniel Bacon (15461622) requesting that a motion might be made in Parliament for the assistance of those fenland residents
suffering on account of recent flooding (NRO: BL/BC 6/19 ). John Hexham of Huntingdon must have
been an accomplished surveyor as he is recorded as having been recommended as a mapmaker together
with Ralph Agas of Suffolk in 1588 by Queen Elizabeth I’s Privy Council to the commissioners of drainage
for the Fens. Hexham had earlier been employed in 1578 in the surveying for George Carleton’s project
to drain parts of South Holland in Lincolnshire. A surviving example of Hexham’s mapmaking is his 1597
map produced for Sir Gervase Clifton, charting his estate at Little Gidding (Huntingdonshire Archives).
Provenance: Peter A. Crofts.
£6500
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ENGLISH MERCHANT ACCUSED IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY FRANCE

6. [BLACHFORD, William.] Factum pour Thomas & Jean Carbonnel pere & fils,
marchands bourgeois de Caën, intimez en appel, & impetrans de lettres de relevement,
& demandeurs en requeste. Contre Guillaume Blaschford anglois, appellant du bailly de
Caën au lieu, deffendeur desdittes lettres & requeste. En la presence de Thomas Seüard
marchands Anglois aussi intimé ...
[Caen?, c.1656?] First edition. Small folio (17.5 x 23cm) 11, [1]pp., some slight marginal fraying (not affecting
text), stab-sewn & unbound as issued.
This printed legal memorandum, apparently unrecorded, concerns an Anglo-French mercantile dispute
centred on the trading activities of William Blachford “anglois”, resident in Caen, in business with
Thomas & Jean Carbonnel. Blachford, a prosperous Dorset clothier, appears to have lived in considerable style in France: “une maison de 30000. liv. une terre de 90000.liv. pour 1000.li. de meubles
precieux, avec carrosse, chevaux, & un train de 14. Valets & servants domestiques ...” The text here,
including reference to transactions in the 1630s and 1640s, details allegations of substantial outstanding
debts.

No copy traced. Not in OCLC which locates 1 copy of a different printed memorandum concerning
Blachford: Factum pour Thomas et Jean Carbonnel, marchands bourgeois de la ville de Caen ... contre Guillaume
Blaschefort l’aine marchand bourgeois de ladite ville ... [1656] (Bibliothèque nationale de France).
£750
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JACOBEAN DUEL FOUGHT IN THE NETHERLANDS

7. [DUELLING.] A challenge receaved by Mr Edward Sackville Esq[uir]e (nephew to the
L[ord]. Sackvile late L[ord]. Tr[easur]er of Engl[and]. & brother to the present E[arl] of
Dorsett) from the L[ord]. Bruce a Scottish Baron, who fought together in Zealand in the
yeare of our Lord God 1614. Where the sayd L[ord]. Bruce was slaine.
[England, c.1614.] Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (19.5 x 31cm) [1 1/2 ] pages on a bifolium, penned in English
in a secretary hand, inner margin with old stitch holes, jug watermark, some light dustmarking, unbound, edges
uncut.

Penned in an English secretary hand c.1614, this manuscript records a challenge to a duel made by
Edward Bruce, 2nd Lord Kinloss (1594-1614) and answer by Edward Sackville, 4th Earl of Dorset
(1591-1652). The duel, which took place in the Netherlands at Bergen-op-Zoom in August 1613,
concerned the celebrated beauty Venetia Stanley (1600-1633). It resulted in the death of Lord Bruce,
whose body was buried on the site of the duel, his heart being sent back to Scotland, interred at Culross
Abbey. Venetia Stanley went on to marry the diplomat and natural philosopher Sir Kenelm Digby
(1603-1665).
£650
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FIFTEENTH CENTURY NORFOLK FENLAND RENTAL

8. [EMNETH.] [Survey of the lands of Henry Ogard, knight, in Emneth, renewed
by the whole homage, namely Robert Hopkynson, Thomas Tomlynson, Thomas
Lee, Thomas Robyn, Walter Blewyk, Robert Gay, Wolfram Gefull, William Joy,
Thomas Bawghell, Richard Bawghell, John Sutton, Edmund Austin, Thomas
Dawndy, Thomas Barett and John Barett.]
[Sworn upon their oaths 8 July 1492.] Manuscript, ink on paper in Latin, with occasional English
marginal noting of persons, place names & similar. Small folio (approx. 22 x 29.5cm) [31] pages of
manuscript text in total, interspersed with [8] blank pages, additional note in English to final leaf
(Steward’s notes for a court: death of Thomas Sperlyng; alienation byWilliamWatson to Francis Tomlynson;
alienation by William Watson to John Laverok; alienation by Edmund Oxnell to John Wood; repairs by
Richard Norse and GregoryWhetley; alienation byWilliam Emneth toWilliam Risehope), tiny hole to first
leaf (not affecting text), some light dustmarking & negligible marginal fraying, watermark of a hand (or
glove) and star, contemporary [?] vellum wrapper with 2 original leather spine tackets, vellum slightly
warped, front cover with eighteenth century annotation :“Emneth Terrier Hen.y 7th 1485”, small hole to
front cover, some light warping, wear & dustmarking but sound.
A scarce example of a late fifteenth century manorial rental, this survey of the lands of Sir
Henry Ogard (1451-1511) of Emneth, a fenland village in West Norfolk, provides a snapshot
of the manor on 8 July 1492 in the reign of king Henry VII (1457-1509). The tenants by copy
of court roll are first listed in order of Medugate Field, Landgate Field, Mill Lane, Fen Ditch
and South Field, followed by the freehold tenants. The survey records the names of tenants,
with one or more updates to c.1520, together with details of the land held, with its boundaries, arranged by field and the amount of quitrent and hen-rents. Some tenements were

Rare Books

subject to labour services, including
tenements in the lord’s hands, with
the quitrents on many pages totaled at
the foot. Sir Henry’s father Sir
Andrew Ogard (d.1454), of Danish
origin, had fought for England against
France in the Hundred Years War,
serving the Duke of Bedford.
Naturalized in 1436, he also held
lands in Rye, Hertfordshire, these too
being inherited by his son.

This item, as a Manorial Document, is
offered for sale only to customers
within the United Kingdom.
Provenance: in 1883 this rental was in
the hands of F. M. Metcalfe, esq.: see:
G.A.
Carthew,
A
history,
topographical,
archæological,
genealogical, and biographical of the
parishes of West and East Bradenham
... Norwich, 1883, p. 90.
£3500
MEDIEVAL ENGLISH SEAL MATRIX WITH NAMED OWNER

9. [SEAL MATRIX.] [Seal of Richard of Fladbury.]
[Worcestershire, c.1320.] Seal matrix, bronze, of chessman form (height 2.5cm; oval face 1.8 x 2.2cm) hexagonal
handle with trefoil loop, face with splayed eagle design within a barbed quatrefoil, inscription “SI RICARDI DE
FLADBURI”, very good condition.

It is not always possible to identify the owners of individual medieval seal matrices, even when the
name of the owner is found on the matrix. However, the owner of this chessman-type matrix can be
identified. It bears a design of a splayed eagle within a barbed quatrefoil ringed by the inscription “SI
RICARDI DE FLADEBURI”. This Richard of Fladbury was probably the same Richard of Fladbury
made vicar of the village of Fladbury on the river Avon in Worcestershire in 1329. The sealing of
documents underpinned the authentication of both letter writing and legal transactions in medieval
manuscript culture, making seal matrices significant objects, connected intimately with the identity
of their owners. Provenance: found near the village of Fladbury in Worcestershire.
£450
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LEADING ELIZABETHAN COURTIERS - WAX SEAL OF CECIL FAMILY ARMS

10. CECIL, Thomas. [Quitclaim; Thomas Cecill, knight, to Robert Freke, gentleman: his right
in the rectory and church of Campsall in Yorkshire [West Riding], the advowson of
Campsall and all buildings, barns, stables, dovecots, gardens, orchards, glebe lands, great
and small tithes, offerings, fruits and income according to a conveyance by Christopher
Hatton, knight, the queen’s vice-chamberlain and privy councillor, to Thomas Cecill and
Robert Freke, 12 April 1579.]
30 April 1579. Indenture, ink on single sheet of parchment (46 x 20.5cm) 17 lines in Latin in secretary hand, signed
at foot “Tho. Cecill”, with signature of Thomas Morley as witness, blank verso with contemporary docket title, brown wax
seal appended bearing impression of Cecil family arms, old folds, very good.

This document dated 30
April 1579 bears a fine
example of the signature of
Sir Thomas Cecil (15421623), leading Elizabethan
soldier and courtier, eldest
son of statesman William
Cecil, first Baron Burghley
(1520-1598). The other
parties to the Yorkshire
property
transaction
recorded here are Robert
Freke of Dorset, undertreasurer of the Exchequer,
and Sir Christopher Hatton
(c.1540-1591), politician
and close confidante of
Queen Elizabeth I. Of
particular interest here is the
brown wax seal bearing an
excellent impression of the
Cecil family arms, a garb
(sheaf of corn), supported by
two lions rampant.
£950
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FIFTEENTH CENTURY ENGLISH SIGNET RING WITH NAMED OWNER

11. [SEAL MATRIX.] [Signet ring inscribed “W. Ailwin” around escutcheon with design
of a griffin rampant.]
[England, c.1470.] Signet ring, bronze (diameter of ring approx. 2.3cm, octagonal face diameter 1.2 x 1.3cm) some
patination to ring, very good.

A scarce example of a fifteenth century English bronze signet ring identifying the owner. Around the
edge of the octagonal face is inscribed “*W*. AILWIN”, the centre bearing an escutcheon with device
of a griffin rampant. One possibility for the owner is William Aylwyn of Maldon, Essex, recorded in
fifteenth chancery proceedings (List of early chancery proceedings in the PRO, vol. 1, N.Y. Kraus
reprint, 1963 p.102). The sealing of documents underpinned the authentication of both letter writing
and legal transactions in medieval manuscript culture, making seal matrices significant objects,
connected intimately with the identity of owners.
£950
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TUDOR SEAL MATRIX WITH ARTISANAL DEVICE

12. [SEAL MATRIX.] [Seal matrix with device of the crossed artisanal tools of a
thatcher.]
[England, c.1520.] Seal matrix, bronze (height approx. 2.5cm, octagonal face approx. 1.3 x 1.3cm) flat diamondshaped handle, pierced for suspension, light patination, very good.

A rare early Tudor seal matrix bearing crossed artisanal tools with initials ISF. The tools, crossed hooks
with what appears to be a mallet, at the centre, are similar to those still in use by thatchers today. Dating
to c.1520, it may be that the seal relates to membership of some sort of guild. The sealing of documents
underpinned the authentication of both letter writing and legal transactions in Tudor manuscript
culture, making seal matrices significant objects, connected intimately with the identity of owners.
£950
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TOWNSHEND OF RAYNHAM - SILVER FOB SEAL

13. [TOWNSHEND.] [A silver fob seal bearing the arms of the Townshend family of
Raynham Hall.]
[England, c.1720.] Fob seal, silver (height approx. 2cm, oval face approx. 1.6 x 1.4cm) with suspension loop, light wear
& patination, in a very good state of preservation.

This silver fob seal bears the arms of the Townshend family of Raynham Hall, Norfolk: a chevron ermine
between three escallops, with crest of a stag statant proper, attired and unguled. The loop at the head
would have been used for attaching it to a fob chain. Dating to c.1720, it falls most probably into the era
of Charles Townshend, 2nd Viscount Townshend (1674-1738). A prominent Whig statesman and brotherin-law of prime minster Robert Walpole (1676-1745) he served as Secretary of state of the Northern
Department, earning the nickname Turnip Townshend for his interest in agricultural innovation.
£450
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MONETARY CRISIS OF 1695 CONSIDERED IN MANUSCRIPT

14. [COINAGE.] Some considerations about adjusting the price of gold, occasion’d by
the rising of guinys 13 Augu[st]i. 1695 with a postscript 11. Nov. a[nn]o ditto.
[London?. November, 1695?] Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (23.5 x 36cm) [3] pages on bifolium, verso of second
leaf with contemporary docket title in manuscript, watermark: crowned posthorn within shield with “4WR” below,
uncut, some light wear along old folds, very good.

This manuscript was penned by an English economist during the monetary crisis of 1695-6. Offering
“considerations about adjusting the price of gold, occasion’d by the rising of guinys,” it is dated to 13
November 1695 with a postscript dated 11 November 1695. There are some clues to authorship. The
writer appears to have written previously on economic matters for he opens with reference to “my
discourse about coins and coinage a[nn]o 1694”. This certainly is an authorial manuscript, penned
entirely in the writer’s own hand, as there are several corrections. Presumably it must have been
prepared for submission to the Commission on the Coinage of 1694-5. England’s currency problems
in the early 1690s included a lack of silver coin for small transactions and for paying the soldiers fighting
in the Nine Years’ War. Confidence in the silver coinage was undermined by clipping and the amount
in circulation was reduced by it being exported to the Continent, where the bullion value of silver was
higher. The writer notes also the problem of arbitrage within the kingdom, citing examples of transactions in Newcastle and Scotland. The remedying of this problem exercised some of the greatest minds
in England, including Sir Isaac Newton (1643-1727). It was the solution of the philosopher John Locke
(1632-1704), to demonetize the existing silver coin and reissue a new fully-weighted silver coinage,
that was enacted, in what became known as the Great Re-coinage of 1696. This manuscript offers an
unpublished addition to the contemporary debate around this significant chapter in English monetary
history.
£1250
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DEFOE’S LONDON RECORDED IN MANUSCRIPT ACCOUNT BOOK

15. [FOLJAMBE, George.] [Pocket book recording expenditure in London.]
[London, 1732-1734.] Manuscript, ink on paper. 12mo (7.5 x 14.5cm) [27, tabbed index], 90 , [2] pages, in contemporary plain vellum wallet binding, faded contemporary ink titling to back cover “George Foljambe ... 1733 ... 1734”, a
few stains, light wear to extremities.

The owner of this manuscript account book was George Foljambe (1715-1741), fifth son of Francis
Foljambe (1675-1752) of Aldwarke Hall, Yorkshire, and his wife Mary (d.1736). A young gentleman of
means, Foljambe used this volume to record his expenditure in London for the years 1732 to 1734. The
tabbed alphabetical index at the beginning lists names found in the book, among them the dancer Samuel
Lally who Foljambe seems to have been friendly with, treating him “with punch and wine” (14 May 1734)
and inviting him to supper to several times with others. Among the taverns and coffee houses mentioned
are the “Guildhall Coffee House ... Fountain Tavern ... the Golden Fleece in Castle Street by Leicester
Fields ... the Red Lyon by Exeter Change ... Hand and Pen in Charterhouse Square.” The inevitable
gambling sees Foljambe recording his losses at cards and dice ...” However he was not without study, noting
he “began to learn French of Mr Blair a p[er]son recommended by Mr Kelly & Mr Anderson ...” Several
theatre visits are noted, including “with Mr Rodes and my bro[ther]. to the Haymarket to see Amorous
widow or the wanton wife” (2 November 1733). On other jaunts, he “went by water to Chelsea with Mr
Normand to see the [porcelain] manufactury” (2 September 1733) and “went with my brother to Windsor
to see the Castle.” Drinking coffee and reading the news seems to have been fashionable activities for
Foljambe, both being noted regularly. Something of a dandy, he records numerous purchases of clothing and
accoutrements: “double bladed knife ... silk stockings ... worsted stockings ... snuff box ... tooth brush ...
a pair of gloves ... a silk waistcoat with silver buttons ... bespoke a suit of serge cloaths ... shoes ... buckels
... silk waistcoat with silver frogs lined with whi[te] silk ... one blue silk waistcoat with gold lace ... a pair
of red briches ... new coat lined with blue ... a new wig ...” As a whole the account book offers a rare little
window on life in the metropolis for a wealthy young man during the era of Defoe.
£2250
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UNPUBLISHED PURITAN CATECHISM IN MANUSCRIPT

16. [PURITANISM.] A catechisme containinge a declaration of the principall points of
Christian religion ...
[England, c.1650.] Manuscript, ink on paper in English (both secretary & roman hands). Folio (21 x 30.5) [94]
pages, bound after [A briefe exposition upon the Revelation], a manuscript penned by the same hand, [76] pages
(lacking several leaves at the beginning of [A briefe exposition ...], one fragmentary leaf loose), some dustmarking,
ownership annotations including “Sarah Alston” (cropped),“William Dowler his book ... 1662”,“William Dowler his
booke 1661 1662”, “John Dowler 1693”, seventeeth century blind-ruled calf, endpapers renewed in 20th century,
light wear to extremities.
We have not been able to trace any published version of this manuscript Anglican catechism. Dating to
c.1650 it is presented in question and answer format, intended for the Christian education of youthful
readers. Some of the content appears close in date and handling to A body of divinitie, or The summe and
substance of Christian religion, catechistically propounded, and explained, by way of question and answer ...
(London, 1645) by James Ussher (1581-1656). This manuscript does seem to have been used in an
educational context as the pen trials and occasional Latin jottings in the margins suggest a teenage
readership, with the names John and William Dowler having been penned in the 1660s.

Rare Books

Penned in the same hand and bound first in this volume is a manuscript theological treatise concerning
the Book of Revelation, the running title of which is A briefe exposition upon the Revelation. We have not
been able to trace this work and frustratingly the first few leaves are lacking, so there is no indication
of authorship. Provenance: the earliest ownership annotation in the volume appear to be the signature
of “Sarah Alston”, cropped in one of the margins, presumably penned before binding or rebinding in the
middle of the seventeenth century.
£2750
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RESTORATION OF CHARLES II CELEBRATED BY SAXON MERCANTILIST

17. SCHRÖDER, Wilhelm von. Magni monarchæ Caroli secundi, Magnæ Brittaniæ,
Franciæ & Hiberniæ regis, fidei defensoris. Restitutio felix. Laudata ...
Lugduni Batavorum [Leiden], Officina HenriciVerbiest. First edition. 4to (14.5 x 18cm) [28]pages, old marbled paper
backstrip, unbound as issued, very good.
The restoration in 1660 of king Charles II (1630-1685)
to the throne of Great Britain is celebrated in this scarce
treatise by Wilhem von Schröder (1640-1688), Saxon
mercantilist. Printing in Leiden is explained by the
young author’s travels (c.1660-1663) in Holland and
England during an interlude in his studies at Jena.
Schröder became acquainted with both Robert Boyle
(1627-1691) and Kenelm Digby (1603-1665) and was
admitted to the Royal Society. In addition to studying
Anglo-Dutch mercantilism he is known to have been
interested in science and alchemy. On return to Jena in
1663 his doctoral dissertation, a somewhat Hobbesian
defence of absolute government, was suppressed by the
university authorities and he was not granted his
degree. His best-known mercantilist work is Fürstliche
Schatz- und Rent-Kammer ... (Leipzig, 1686).

OCLC locates 4 copies only (British Library; Leiden
University; Zentral-und Hochschulbibliothek Luzern;
Forschungsbibliothek Gotha).
£450

BANK OF SCOTLAND FOUNDED IN 1695

18. [BANK OF SCOTLAND.] Act of Parliament, for erecting a bank in Scotland. Edinburgh,
July 17. 1695.
[Edinburgh, printed by the heirs and successors of Andrew Anderson, printer to the Kings most Excellent Majesty,
1695.]
First edition. Folio. (20 x 30.5cm) [2], 6pp., with initial blank, uncut & unbound as issued, a few imperceptible repairs
to margins, three old horizontal folds, very good.
First edition, scarce, of this separate printing of the
foundation act of the Bank of Scotland, set up in 1695 to
support Scottish business following the establishment of the
Bank of England in 1694: “Our soveraign Lord considering
how useful a publick bank may be in this kingdom ... and
that the same can only be best set up and managed by
persons in company with a joynt stock, sufficiently
endowed with these powers, and authorities, and liberties
... hath therefore allowed, and with advice and consent of
the Estates of Parliament, allows a joynt stock amounting to
the sum of twelve hundred thousand pounds money, to be
raised by the company hereby established, for the carrying
on and managing of a publick bank ...”

Wing S1127B. Aldis 3424. Goldmiths’ 3171. Four [?]
editions, both folio and quarto, all similarly scarce, were
printed in 1695. Of this one ESTC lists 4 locations (British
Library; National Library of Scotland; Huntington Library;
Yale Beinecke Library).
£750

Rare Books

ENGLAND’S GLORIOUS REVOLUTION UNDER WILLIAM III

19. [WILLIAM III.] Entretiens sur l’ancien
etat & gouvernement de l’Angleterre. A
l’égard de l’administration & de la
succession, où l’on voit les justes fondements
de l’elevation & de l’affermissement du roy
Guillaume III, sur son trône. Traduit de
l’Anglois.
[London.] Imprimé à Londres, chez Richard Baldwin.
[1696.] First edition in French. 12mo (7.5 x 14cm) [8],
160pp., title-page with engraved English royal arms, a very
good copy in contemporary calf, spine gilt in compartments,
title lettered directly in gilt, light wear to extremities.
This rare history of English government and
monarchy has a particular focus on the reign of king
William III (1650-1702). There is also a section
offering comments on absolute monarchy and Roman
Catholic influence on administration with particular
reference to France. The title advises that the work
was “traduit de l’Anglois”, however ESTC notes
“[English] original untraced.”

ESTC locates 4 copies only (British Library; Bodleian
Oxford;
Amsterdam
Universiteitsbibliothek;
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek).
£450

CHRISTOPHER WREN CHURCH DEMOLISHED & AUCTIONED

20. [LONDON.] Corrected edition. St.
Bartholomew’s Church, and no. 68,
Threadneedle Street, adjoining. A catalogue
of the valuable materials of St.
Bartholomew’s Church, near the Bank and
the adjoining house ... which will be sold by
auction, by Toplis and Son on the premises
on Monday, January 4th, 1841 ...
[C. Seyfang, printer 57, Farringdon Street, London.]
[1841.] 8vo (14 x 22cm) 6, [2, blank]pp., stitched,
unbound, negligible paper residue along spine, very good.
We have not been able to locate another copy of this
auction catalogue recording the sale of the demolished remains of the church of St. Bartholomew-bythe Exchange. Recorded on the site since the 13th
century, the edifice was rebuilt by Wren after the
Great Fire, then demolished in 1840 to improve
access to the Royal Exchange, itself being rebuilt
after loss by conflagration in 1838. Listed in 36 lots,
the contents include “a large quantity of portland
stone external wall, internal doric columns and
arches .. lead casements ... a ground glass altar
window ... pavements and marble ledgers ...” Not
traced in OCLC.
£350
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ALPHABET FOR SEVENTEENTH CENTURY CHILDREN ON LEAD HORNBOOKS

21. [EDUCATION.] [Two lead hornbooks.]
[England, c.1700.] 1. Hornbook, lead or lead alloy (dimensions 3.2 x 4.9cm) recto with alphabet, verso with
crowned circular star-like design with initial “G I” , age patination, a few small marks, slight warping, remains
of handle. [TOGETHER WITH] 2. Hornbook, lead or lead alloy (dimensions 2.6 x 3.5cm) recto with
alphabet, verso with geometric lined cross design, wear to 2 corners, handle gone, age patination.

Scarce survivals, these two lead “hornbooks” can be dated to c.1700 or earlier. An educational aid
for children, they were used to teach children the alphabet. Hornbooks were produced in a variety
of materials in the early modern period, from wood backing with printed alphabet sheets under
horn, to high-status silver filigree with a mica pane, to more lowly incised bone and cast brass in
the eighteenth century. Both of the versos here are decorated with simple geometric line patterns,
evoking the folk art of the seventeenth century. Considering the thousands that must have been
produced, very few have survived of this type.
£2500
QUEEN ANNE’S LONDON - TAX FOR BLOOMSBURY COMMON SEWER

22. [LONDON.] The [6th] day of [Octob.r] 17[02] Receiv’d then of [Henry Banbrigg]
the sum of [six shill.g 3 pence] being assessed on the landlord of h[is] house and
ground, for and towards the cleansing, making, repairing, enlarging, and other
works and incident charges belonging to the Common-Sewer [in Grate Russell
Streete Bloomsbury Square ...]
[London, 6 October 1702.] Printed form (16.5 x 10.5cm) contemporary manuscript completions, signed off by
“Wm. Collins ... collector”, old folds, small filing hole to centre touching one letter, very good.

A rare survival, this printed receipt dated 6 October 1702 records a payment made by Henry
Banbrigg towards a London municipal tax imposed “for and towards the cleansing, making,
repairing, enlarging, and other works and incident charges belonging to the Common-Sewer in
Grate Russell Streete Bloomsbury Square.” No similar example traced in ESTC or elsewhere.
£450
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APHRA BEHN’S NATIVE AMERICAN QUEEN ON STAGE

23. [LENS, Bernard.][Anne Bracegirdle as Semernia, the Indian queen, in Aphra
Behn’s The widdow ranter?]
[London, c.1700.] Mezzotint (sheet 9.5 x 12.3cm; platemark 9.3 x 12.2cm) a very good impression.

This rare mezzotint by printmaker Bernard Lens II (1659-1725) can be dated to c.1700.
Depicting an actress of the late seventeenth century in costume, with feathered headdress, it
has been identified as a portrait of Anne Bracegirdle (1671-1748), a leading actress on the
London stage during the 1690s. She is known to have played the role of the native American
queen Semernia in The widdow ranter (London, 1690). Penned by the celebrated female
playwright Aphra Behn (1640-1689), the play is set in colonial Virginia. The headdress and
costume appears very similar to the larger mezzotint titled The Indian queen (London, c.1690)
by William Vincent (see: BL 2010,7081.334). Provenance: Hon. C. Lennox-Boyd. Not in
Chaloner Smith.
£750

Rare Books

RESTORATION ACTRESS IN MEDIEVAL COSTUME

24. [LENS, Bernard.][Anne Bracegirdle as Lady Anne in Shakespeare’s Richard III?]
[London, c.1700.] Mezzotint (sheet 8.2 x 11.8 cm) blank margins shaved not touching printed image, some
negligible marginal toning at corners, a very good impression.

This rare mezzotint by printmaker Bernard Lens II (1659-1725) can be dated to c.1700.
Depicting an actress of the late seventeenth century in costume, with medieval butterfly
headdress, the face appears very similar to portraits depicting Anne Bracegirdle (1671-1748), a
leading performer on the London stage during the 1690s. Bracegirdle is known to have played
several Shakespearean roles, including that of Lady Anne in Shakespeare’s Richard III, the costume
appearing to be a suitable match. Provenance: Hon. C. Lennox-Boyd. Not in Chaloner Smith.
£450
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RESTORATION ACTRESS IN EARLY MEZZOTINT PORTRAIT

25. [LELY, Peter.] Madame Jane Long.
P Lely pinxit R Tompson excudit. [c.1680.] Mezzotint. (Sheet 34.0 x 25.3cm; platemark 25.1 x 33.9cm) verso with
some negligible dustmarking, a very good impression.

First impression, rare, of this early mezzotint of c.1675, a portrait of the Restoration-era actress Jane
Long pictured near full length, seated, her hair in curls, stroking a spaniel, with an arcadian landscape
in the background. The second impression was reworked substantially with a completely different
hairstyle. The mezzotint bears the imprint of the London printseller Richard Tompson (d.1693) and
was produced after a painting by Sir Peter Lely (1618-1680), the foremost painter at the court of king
Charles II (1630-1685). A member of the Duke’s Company of players, led by Thomas Betterton
(c.1635-1710), Jane Long’s many roles included Laughing Jane in The cutter of Coleman Street (1661) by
Abraham Cowley (1618-1667), Flora in The adventures of five hours (1663) by Samuel Tuke (1615-1674)
and Osiris in Cambyses, King of Persia by Elkanah Settle (1648-1724). From the late 1660s she specialised
in breeches parts (male roles to be played by women) and from c.1673 was mistress to George Porter
(1622-1683), former Royalist army officer and groom of the bedchamber to Charles II. Chaloner Smith
26, I; Blackett-Ord & Turner T. 45. I.
£1250

Rare Books

DUTCH ARTISTIC INFLUENCE ON ENGLISH PRINTMAKING

26. [ROBINSON, Robert.] [Tabletop still-life with a jewelled goblet, bowl, jug, grapes, a
crab and fish. ]
[London.] R. Robinson inv. et fe. I. Beckett ex: [c.1685.] Print, mezzotint (platemark 18.8 x 23.8cm; sheet approx.
20 x 28cm) small imperceptible paper repair to tip of one corner (beyond platemark), a very good impression.

A rare example of an English seventeenth century mezzotint still-life, this is one of a small number of
similar prints produced by the painter and mezzotinter Robert Robinson (d.1706) after one of his own
paintings. Dateable to c. 1685, it bears the imprint of the pioneering London mezzotint publisher Isaac
Beckett (1653-1688). The influence of Dutch art is very much in evidence here, the still-life depicting
a jewelled goblet, bowl, jug, salt cellar, fish, a bread roll, a slice of lemon, a crab and a bunch of grapes.
Still-life mezzotints by Robinson (see: BM 1874,0613.786; 1876,1111.42) are seldom found
uncropped and in very good condition as offered here. Not in Chaloner Smith. BM 1876,1111.43.
£850
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VENETIAN LANDSCAPE PAINTING IN ENGLISH MEZZOTINT

27. [BASSANO, Jacopo.] Harvest.
[London.] Bassan in ... B Lens Exc. [c.1690.] Mezzotint (platemark 18.3 x 15.8cm; sheet 19 x 16.5cm) some
negligible marginal dustiness outside platemark, a very good impression.

Printed in London c.1690, this rare mezzotint was produced by the printmaker Bernard Lens II
(1659-1725), adapted from an harvest scene painted by the Venetian artist Jacopo Bassano (c.15101592). Versions of this bucolic summer landscape had earlier been engraved by Jan Sadeler I (15501600) c.1581 and also by Jan van Ossenbeck (d.1674). BM 1997,0928.17.
Provenance: Hon. C. Lennox Boyd (1941-2012).
£450

ITALIAN APHORISMS & EPIGRAMS FOR MEDICI COURTIERS

28. MAGNINI, Vincenzio. Selva di varie
sentenze e documenti, par quelli, che fanno
professione di servire in corte. Raccolti da
molti famosi, & eccellenti scrittori antichi, e
moderni ...
Firenze, per Pietro Nesti, e’comp. 1629. First edition. 12mo
(8 x 15cm) [12], 240pp., very good in contemporary limp
vellum, small tear along front joint (binding sound), spine
titled in manuscript, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this Italian collection of pithy
sentences, aphorisms, sayings and quotations aimed
at those who wish to succeed at court. Dedicated to
Francesco de’ Medici (1614-1634) by the compiler,
a Florentine named Vincenzio Magnini, the volume
includes material drawn from over one hundred
prominent Renaissance writers, classical authorities
and Christian sources including: “Sant’ Agostino.
Agostino Ferentilli. Alessandro Vellutello. Ammiano
Marcellino. Antonio Possevino. Antonio Guevara.
Appiano Alessandrino. Aristofane. Aristotile. Ascanio
Centorio. Aulo Gellio. Batista Fulgoso. Bernardino
Corio. Beroaldo. Benedetto Accolti. Beuter.
Bonifazio Vannozzi. Budeo ...”
OCLC locates 1 copy only (Bibliothèque nationale
de France).
£950

PAINTINGS & DECORATION IN PADUAN BASILICA

29. [MORETTI, Giacinto.] Breve ristretto
overo narratione delle cose più cospicue
poste nella chiesa di S. Giustina di Padova,
de’ reverendi. monaci Cassinensi ...
Padova, per Gio. Battista Conzatti. [c.1720] First edition?
18mo (7.5 x 13.5cm) 36pp., some negligible marginal
toning to first few leaves, contemporary floral gilt-paper
wrappers, some light wear to extremities.

This rare pocket guide to the paintings, marble
work, relics and decoration within the church of St.
Justina of Padua was printed c.1720. The authorship
can be attributed to “Giacinto Moretti da Verona”,
the preface bearing his name. The book serves as
both a descriptive account of the finery in the
basilica, including paintings by Paola Veronese
(1528-1588), and a devotional manual for different
prayers at the numerous altars. Many of the art
works within the church were dispersed during the
Napoleonic era. Also included are the texts of indulgences granted by popes Leo IX (1002-1054) and
Gregory XIII (1502-1585).
This edition not located in OCLC, which lists 1 copy
only of a variant printed by Penada in Padua.
£450
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IRISH CATHOLIC PRIEST’S VERSE & PROSE PRINTED IN HAMBURG

30. [MACGEOGHEGAN, James.] Oeuvres
melées en Latin, Anglois, et François: sur
divers sujets, en prose et en vers. Par J. M. G.
[Hamburg], Le dit livre se trouve chéz Jean FriedrichWolters,
barbier. vis-à-vis la Bourse. À Hambourg, Imprimé pa
Conrad König, Imprimeur du Noble Senat. 1730. First
edition. 4to (17.5 x 20cm)[4], 236, [2]pp., paper browned
throughout with sporadic foxing (but text entirely legible), a
few page corners turned, endpapers renewed to style, modern
marbled paper wrappers in period style.

First edition, of the utmost rarity, of this curious trilingual prose and verse miscellany in Latin, English
and French, by the Irish Catholic priest James
MacGeoghegan (1702-1763). From an ancient family
of Westmeath, MacGeoghegan trained in Paris at the
Lombard College and spent much of his career in
France, compiling an Irish history Histoire de l'Irlande
ancienne et moderne ... (Paris, 1758-1763). Dedicated
“to the right honourable Donnaugh Mac Carty earl of
Clancarty ...”, then resident in Germany, this work was printed in Hamburg where MacGeoghegan
resided for several years, serving as a language tutor. The content includes nuptial verses, epigrams,
maxims for princely conduct, “rules of health and long life” and sonnets, together with his advice on
Roman Catholic devotion.

ESTC locates 1 copy only (Trinity College Library, Dublin). OCLC locates a further 3 copies (Harvard,
Oxford, Ostfriesische Bibliothek). Not in Foxon.
£750
OXFORD CATHOLIC BIBLE FOR EXILED FRENCH CLERGY

31. [BIBLE.] Novum Testamentum vulgatæ editionis,
juxta exemplum Parisiis editum apud fratres Barbou.
Sumptibus Academiæ Oxoniensis, in usum cleri
gallicani in Anglia exulantis. Cura et studio quorundam
ex eodem clero Wintoniæ commorantium.
Oxonii, e Typographeo Clarendoniano. 1796. 12mo (11 x 17.5cm)
[2],iv,473,[3]pp., including final errata leaf, flyleaf with ink ownership
stamp “L’Abbe E Fiquet” a very good copy in contemporary gilt-ruled
straight grain red morocco, spine with raised bands, gilt title tooled directly
on spine, with foot of spine gilt lettered at foot “Mr. J.[aque?]s Mignot”,
marbled endpapers, light wear to extremities.
Printed at Oxford in 1796, this Roman Catholic Latin vulgate
edition of the Bible was produced specifically for French Roman
Catholic clergy exiled in England after the French Revolution.
Edited by some priests residing at Winchester, Oxford University
appears to have shouldered the cost of the printing, producing
two thousand copies of this edition and distributing them without
charge. Fulsome praise is offered in the prefaratory letter dated 6
May 1796 by the bishop of Lyon. This superior copy in English red
morocco appears to have been bound specifically for a contemporary French owner, “Mr. J.[aque?]s Mignot” whose ownership is
indicated by the gilt name stamp impressed at the foot of the
spine. Scarce.
£750

Rare Books

HORRORS OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION FOR ENGLISH READERS

32. [FRENCH REVOLUTION.] Short account of the revolt and massacre which took place
in Paris, on the 10th of August 1792. With a variety of facts relating to transactions
previous to that date, which throw light on the real instigators of those horrid and
premeditated crimes. To which is prefixed a plan of the palace of the Thuilleries, and it
environs. By persons present at the time.
London, printed for John Stockdale. 1792. First edition. 8vo (15 x 23cm) 42,[2]pp., with half-title & engraved
frontispiece map, some slight marginal fraying to first few leaves, small section of marginal paper loss to upper corner
of frontispiece, light toning to half-title & final advertisement leaf, stab-sewn, uncut & unbound as issued.

A pivotal moment in the French Revolution, the Insurrection of 10th of August 1792, the so-called
Second Revolution, saw armed revolutionaries storm the Tuileries Palace in Paris, precipitating the
overthrow of king Louis XVI of France (1754-1792). The horror of the massacres and tumult left
British onlookers aghast, the climate of fear feeding into the literary phenomenon of the gothic novel
and stirring widespread anxiety that events across the Channel might lead to uprisings in Albion. This
rare pamphlet, apparently the only edition to be published, offers a detailed account of the insurrection
for English readers, together with an engraved map of the Tuileries and surrounds: “It is of the utmost
importance that all of Europe should know, not only the horrid crimes which have lately been perpetrated in Pais, but also the crooked and infamous labyrinth by which the principal movers of those
crimes have arrived at their ends ... these audacious rebels ... have dethroned their king and murdered
in cold blood a foreign regiment ... ”

ESTC lists 12 locations only (bL; bEn; bGu; bLONG; bD; bE; bOa; bLU; bLEu; nNIC; nNcD;
nCSmH).
£950
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BODONI EDITION OF HORACE WALPOLE’S GOTHIC MASTERPIECE

33. [WALPOLE, Horace.] The castle of Otranto, a gothic story. Translated by William
Marshal, Gent. from the original Italian of Onuphrio Muralto, canon of the church of St.
Nicholas at Otranto ...
Parma. Printed by Bodoni, for J. Edwards, bookseller of London. 1791. “Sixth edition.” 4to (17 x 25cm) [6], XXXII,
245, [1]pp., with half-title, 2 engraved frontispieces (Hazen: states A & B), additional initial & final blanks, second
issue (cancel title-page), a fully-margined copy (page dimensions 16.4x 24.1cm) the thick, laid paper watermarked
with a fleur-de-lys with initials F.P., first few leaves with some negligible foxing, very good in contemporary red morocco
(possibly by Staggemeier & Welcher?), boards with gilt Greek key roll border, flat spine gilt in compartments to a
geometric design incorporating Greek key roll, black morocco labels titled in gilt, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt,
bookplate of “Ellen James”.

Rare Books

Bound in contemporary English red morocco, gilt-tooled in the neoclassical style, this is a superior
example of one of 300 copies of The castle of Otranto printed in Parma in 1791 by the celebrated Italian
printer Giambattista Bodoni (1740-1813) for the London bookseller James Edwards (1756-1816). First
printed in 1764, this seminal work by Horace Walpole (1717-1797) is considered the first Gothic novel.
The printing of this edition in Italy evokes the fictional Italianate origins of the work as presented by
Walpole: “translated by William Marshal, gent. from the original Italian of Onuphrio Muralto, canon of
the church of St. Nicholas at Otranto.” This copy includes two examples of the engraved frontispiece in
different states, engraved by Inigo Barlow after a 1785 drawing (BM: 1927,0712.8) by Willey Reveley
(d.1799) depicting the real Castle of Otranto in Puglia. Some copies are on occasion mistakenly
described as “large paper”, however no large paper copies were printed: comparing with the page
dimensions listed in Hazen this is as large a cut copy as is possible. It is thought that Edwards the
publisher arranged the binding of this and other similar morocco-bound copies. The bookplate “Ellen
James” most probably is that of Ellen King James (1823-1849), aunt of novelist Henry James (18431916). Hazen, Walpole, 17, see: pp.56-63 (the watermark F.P. under fleur-de-lys not noted); Summers
p.252; Brooks 420; Rothschild 2492.
£2500
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GOTHIC ETCHING BY PATRON OF WILLIAM BLAKE

34. [BELLENDEN KER, Henry.] [Grotesque figure playing a trumpet.]
[London, c.1812.] Print, etching on laid paper. (Sheet 19.1 x 14cm, thread margins), very good
condition.

This rare etching by the amateur artist Charles Henry Bellenden Ker (c.1785-1871)
evokes the gothic artistic sensibility prevalent at the beginning of the nineteenth century.
It can be dated to c.1812, around the time when Ker, then a young man, is recorded as
a patron of William Blake (1757-1827). A dispute between Ker and Blake over a
commission is recorded in 1810. Principally remembered as a legal reformer, Ker was
also a botanist, pioneering orchid breeding. The striking image here, depicting a sinister,
caped, skull-headed figure playing a trumpet, is reminiscent of the imagery of Salvator
Rosa (1615-1673), Henry Fuseli (1741-1825) or Francisco Goya (1746-1828). We have
traced only 1 other example of this etching, at the British Museum (BM
1853,0112.172). Ker produced a number of landscape etchings in 1812, scenes around
the Thames, Essex and Wimbledon (see: BM & V&A).
£450

Rare Books

FIRST ITALIAN TRANSLATION OF HORACE WALPOLE’S GOTHIC NOVEL

35. [WALPOLE, Horace.] Il castello di Otranto. Storia gotica.
In Londra, Presso Molini, Polidori, Molini e co. Hay-Market; ed I. Edwards, Pall-Mall. 1795. First Italian edition.
8vo (14 x 22cm) x, [2], 253, [1]pp., with half-title, engraved frontispiece & 6 engraved plates, a fine copy in English
tan calf gilt c.1810, spine gilt in compartments with raised bands, direct title in gilt to spine,“Lond. 1795” stamped
at foot, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt, presentation inscription in ink “Henriette Matilda Rawlinson from her
godfather Colonel Stanley July 11 th 1812”, nineteenth century bookplate “Ellen James”.

First edition of the first Italian translation of The castle of Otranto (London, 1764) by Horace Walpole
(1717-1797). Given that Walpole first presented his seminal Gothic masterpiece as having been “translated by William Marshal, gent. from the original Italian of Onuphrio Muralto, canon of the church of
St. Nicholas at Otranto”, there is a certain irony that it took more than 30 years for this Italian translation to be printed. The editor was Jean Sivrac, recorded as a translator in London in the 1790s, the
publishers here being Molini & Polidori, specialists in Italian literature. The six illustrations, engraved
by Andrew Birrell (fl.1769-1820), were produced after drawings “da una dama”, Anne Melicent Clarke
of Hitchin Priory. The “Colonel Stanley” recorded on the flyleaf presenting this book to his goddaughter
is the prodigious book collector Col. Thomas Stanley (1749-1816). The bookplate “Ellen James” most
probably is that of Ellen King James (1823-1849), aunt of novelist Henry James (1843-1916). A
superior copy of a scarce book. Hazen, Walpole, 17, pp. 63-64 (issue 1: on wove paper, watermarked
1794); Summers p.252.
£950
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TUSCAN CRIMINAL LAW REFORM PROPOSED AS MODEL FOR ENGLAND

36. [TUSCANY.] Edict of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, for the reform of criminal law in his
dominions: translated from the Italian: together with the original.
Warrington, printed by W. Eyres. 1789. A few copies to be had gratis of Messrs. Cadell, Johnson, Dilly, and Taylor. [This
pamphlet not to be sold.] First English translation. 8vo (14.5 x 23.5cm) x, 67, [1], lv, [1]p., with half-title, nineteenth
century bookplate (“S & B” under a crown), very good in the original paper-backed marbled boards as issued, with
contemporary printed label to front cover “Tuscan Penal Laws”, some wear to paper along spine but stitching sound, light
wear to extremities.

First edition in English, a very good copy as issued in contemporary marbled boards with printed label to
front cover, of this translation of the progressive reforms to the Tuscan system of criminal law instituted
by the enlightenment moderniser Peter Leopold, Grand Duke of Tuscany (1747-1792), later Holy Roman
Emperor. This translation into English, printed with the original Italian edict dated 30 November 1786
appended, was edited by the philanthropist and zealous prison reformer John Howard (1726-1790),
known in particular for his The state of the prisons in England and Wales ... (Warrington, 1777). That work
had also been printed in Warrington at the press of William Eyres (1734-1809), printer to the nonconformist Warrington Academy, Howard himself being a dissenter. In his prefaratory note Howard praises
“the just and benevolent principles ... many things in it which are well deserving of notice and imitation.”
The measures introduced here included the abolition of capital punishment, making Tuscany the first
modern state to institute this change in the law. Legislation on a broad range of other topics is included:
“Prisons to be kept clean ... Abolition of torture ... No secret evidence to be employed against any one ...
Punishment of death in all cases abolished ... Branding, strappado and mutilation abolished ... Of highway
robbery ... Of fraud and forgery ... Of swindling ... Of killing pigeons ... Of adultery ... Of commerce
between Jews and Christians ... Of seduction ... Of bawds ... On smuggling tobacco ... ” Howard appears
to have distributed the book himself, the title-page including the note: “this pamphlet not to be sold.”
Goldsmiths’, 13985.
£1250

Rare Books

SHIP’S BILL OF HEALTH ISSUED AT LIVORNO DURING NAPOLEONIC WAR

37. [LIVORNO.] Noi
Jacopo de Lavilette ...
governatore civile, e
militare ... di Livorno
... Attestiamo com
parte da questo luogo
[la bombarda nom. da
S. Giovanni, cap.no
Cristof.o
Balestra
Francese ... a Marsiglia
...]
[Livorno.] 8 February 1806.
Bill of health certificate,
printed on single sheet of
paper (42 x 30cm) letterpress
form completed in manuscript,
engraved heading, embossed
paper wafer seal attached at
left edge, old folds, very good.

A rare example of a Napoleonic-era bill of health for a ship issued at the Italian port of Livorno, this
certificate printed on vellum dated 8 February 1806 records that the bomb vessel S[an]. Giovanni,
captain Cristoforo Balestra, bound for Marseille with nine persons aboard, was free from pestilence and
in a good state of health. The document was issued under the authority of Jacques de Lavillete, governor
of Livorno. The large engraved heading displays an image of the Madonna di Montenero together with
the arms and symbols of Livorno. Despite the large number of bills of health of this kind that were
issued, very few have survived.
£450
ANGLO-ITALIAN MERCANTILE MANUAL PRINTED IN LIVORNO

38. [ITALY.] The commercial secretary,
or a collection of commercial letters,
invoices, accounts of sale, bills of lading
and exchange, etc. For the use of young
gentlemen bred up to trade ... Il secretario di commercio ossia raccolata di
lettere, fatture, conti di vendita, lettere
di cambio ...
Leghorn [i.e. Livorno], printed for Joseph Gamba.
1814. First Italian edition. 12mo (11.5 x 20cm)
323, [5]pp., title-pages in both Italian & English
with dual-language text alternating throughout,
light even paper toning, a few small wormholes at the
inner margin (no loss of sense of text), modern
bookplate of “Eric Gerard Stanley ... Oxford,” uncut in
contemporary patterned paper wrapper, spine with
some loss of paper, light wear to wrappers but sound.

Intended “for the use of young gentlemen bred up to trade”, this rare mercantile manual offering
sample correspondence in English and Italian was printed in 1814 at Livorno, then Leghorn to the
English. We have traced an 1807 edition published in Bordeaux printed in English only, presumably for
French merchants trading with England. Published by Giuseppe Gamba, this edition appears to be the
first to include the additional translation into Italian. We have not managed to trace another copy in
OCLC or elsewhere.
£450
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PROMINENT GEORGIAN BOTANISTS IN CORRESPONDENCE

39. PULTENEY, Richard. [Autograph letter
signed, to Dr. William Cuming in Dorchester, in
particular
concerning
Peter
Collinson’s
botanical studies.]
[Blandford, 20 December 1781.] Autograph letter signed. 4to
(19 x 24.5cm) [2] pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf with
manuscript address panel, red wax seal & postal markings, small
tear from seal opening (no loss of text), old folds, very good.

A fine Georgian botanical letter written by Dr. Richard
Pulteney (1730-1801), prominent botanist and physician
of Blandford in Dorset. Penned in the year of publication
of A general view of the writings of Linnaeus (London, 1781),
his best-known work, Pulteney here writes 20 December
1781 to the Scottish physician Dr. William Cuming
(1714-1788) in Dorchester concerning the botanical
researches of Peter Collinson (1694-1768): “I thank you
for the communication of Dr [John Coakley?] Let[t]som’s
letter ... I hope he will make the life of his friend a much
more interesting matter than any we have seen ... I shall
be glad to see the catalogue of ... [Peter Collinson’s] garden but I should be equally pleased with a priced
copy of his books ... I have no catalogue of Mr. Collinson’s papers ... A list of a mans writings (it seems
to me) should be inseparable from the shortest account of his life. The shorter the anecdotes the more
necessary the list. Mr Collinson was one of those men who instantly attracted my esteem when I knew
him first which was in the year 1762. He entered so immediately into the most agreeable communication
& was withal so modest & humble ... He had before written to me into Leicestershire to send him some
rare plants & we had exchanged a few letters ... “ A substantial part of Pulteney’s correspondence is held
at the Linnean Society.
£750
NATURAL HISTORY EPISTOLARY - SOLANDER, SHELLS & MUSEUMS

40. CUMING, William. [Autograph letter signed, to Dr. Richard Pulteney in Blandford,
concerning their mutual interests in natural history, including mention of the death of
Daniel Solander, the Duchess of Portland’s museum, shell collecting and related matters.]
[Dorchester, 12 June 1782.] Autograph letter signed. 4to (19.5 x 24cm) [3] pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf
with manuscript address panel, postal markings, small marginal tears from seal opening & a few tears along old folds
(no loss of text), very good.
An excellent natural history letter, this informationfilled missive was penned 12 June 1782 by the
Scottish physician Dr. William Cuming (1714-1788)
in Dorchester, sent to his correspondent Dr. Richard
Pulteney (1730-1801), prominent botanist and
physician of Blandford in Dorset. The content ranges
over scoundrel physicians; the much-lamented death
of the Swedish naturalist Daniel Solander (17331782); the question of whether a catalogue will ever
be published describing the contents of the museum
of Margaret Bentick, Duchess of Portland (17151785); the imminent publication of the first volume
of a catalogue of the Greek coin collection of Dr
William Hunter (1718-1783); promises made to him
that he will be sent four collections of shells. A
substantial part of Pulteney’s correspondence is held
at the Linnean Society.

£650

Rare Books

CAMBRIDGE BOTANY & BANKS’S “EXPEDITION TO THE ESQUIMAUX”

41. MARTYN, Thomas. [Autograph letter signed, to
Dr. Richard Pulteney in Blandford, reporting on
lecturing in botany at Cambridge, the progress of
the Cambridge University Botanic Garden and
plans by Joseph Banks for a “very extraordinary
expedition to the Esquimaux.”]
Cambridge, 31 May 1766. Autograph letter signed. 4to (18.5 x
22.5cm) [3] pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf with manuscript
address panel, postal markings, small marginal tears from seal
opening & a few old repairs touching several letters (not affecting
sense of text), old folds, very good.

Writing 31 May 1766, the Cambridge botany professor
Thomas Martyn (1735-1825) updates his correspondent Dr.
Richard Pulteney (1730-1801), botanist and physician of
Blandford in Dorset, with scientific matters of mutual
interest. Martyn mentions his botanical lecturing at
Cambridge, noting “my pupils are but few in number, and
there are fewer still who give any attention to the science: I hope however by perseverance to bring it
more into repute among us ...” The progress of the recently-opened Cambridge University botanical
garden is also mentioned: “The garden gets on very well in points of plants under the direction of Mr.
Miller; but our income is still very scanty, so that we cannot finish our greenhouse, much less build stoves;
indeed we are obliged to use a degree of frugality not very consistent with the dignity of an university ...”
Plans by Joseph Banks (1743-1820) for what would become his first expedition, to Newfoundland and
Labrador, are also noted: “Mr Banks a gentleman of fortune lately of Oxford ... is going on a very extraordinary expedition to the Esquimaux in search of the productions of nature ...a friend of his is sent over
by the government ... to transact some business with the people of those parts ...” A substantial part of
Pulteney’s correspondence is held at the Linnean Society.
£750
STUDYING XENOPHON AT CHRIST CHURCH OXFORD

42. [PORTER, Thomas Chinnall.] Historical
common-place book ... The expedition of
Cyrus ...
[Oxford.] 1777. Manuscript, ink on paper. 8vo (12 x
18.5cm) [84] pages in English, title penned inside front
cover, signed “Thomas Chinnall Porter Oct.r 1777”, very
good in contemporary soft leather binding, contemporary ink
title penned to front cover, light wear to extremities.

This volume was penned in 1777 by Thomas Chinall
Porter (d.1838) of Birlingham, Worcestershire, while
studying at Christ Church, Oxford. It contains a
lengthy summary in English of the complete content of
the Anabasis, otherwise known asThe expedition of Cyrus.
Dated to c.370 BC, this is the best-known work of the
Greek military leader, philosopher and historian Xenophon of Athens (c.430-355 BC) in which he records
the expedition in 401 BC of the Greek mercenary army hired by Cyrus the younger (d.401 BC) to seize
the throne of Persia from his brother Artaxerxes II (c.445-359 BC). The improvement of Greek studies
at Christ Church in the second half of the eighteenth century has been traced to the influence of the
Oxford theologian Edward Bentham (1707-1776), who placed an emphasis on Greek prose writers and
historians. Later in life Thomas Chinnall Porter became well-known as a collector of pictures, purchasing
a residence in Fulham.
£550
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Rare Books

TWO VUE D’OPTIQUE PIERCED FOR ILLUMINATION IN A LIGHT BOX

43. [VUE D’OPTIQUE.] [Prospect von dem Seehaven zu Cadix gegen Aufgang ... Vue du
port de Cadix vers l’Orient.]
[Augsburg, Balthazar Freidrich Leizelt. c.1770.] Print, engraving on paper, an optical view with blank margins
trimmed, contemporaneously laid into a black-painted, cardboard frame (total dimensions approx. 40.5 x 28.5cm)
for use in a light box, contemporary handcolour, pierced for illumination with contemporary coloured paper sheet
pasted to verso, verso with contemporary ink inscription: “Le port de Cadix vers l’Orient,” light wear to extremities.
[TOGETHER WITH]

[VUE D’OPTIQUE.] [Vue de la côte de Dordrecht proche du Port Groothooft à
Dordrecht ... Gezicht van de Rietdyksche naar de Groothoofts Poort te Dordrecht.]
[Amsterdam?, c.1770.] Print, engraving on paper, an optical view with blank margins trimmed, contemporaneously
laid into a black-painted, cardboard frame (total dimensions approx. 31 x 47cm) for use in a light box, contemporary
handcolour, pierced for illumination with contemporary coloured paper sheet pasted to verso, verso with contemporary
ink inscription: “Vue de Dordrecht, du cote le Groot Hooft,” light wear to extremities.

These two handcoloured vue d’optique have both been prepared for illumination c.1770. Small piercings
have been made where the printed depictions of the ports of Cadiz and Dordrecht show lights on
buildings, ships, stars and the Moon. The backs of the sheets have been prepared with coloured paper
to give colour to the light effects when illuminated. Both prints have been mounted in card frames for
use in a light box, or peep box. By steadily changing the illumination from front-lit to back-lit, the
appearance of day turning to night can be achieved, the small piercings creating the effect of small lights
in the darkness. Examples of vue d’optique that have been prepared contemporaneously in this way for
illumination are becoming scarce. They are cited sometimes as an early precursor of cinema.
£850
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COPPER PRINTING PLATE FOR GEORGIAN VALENTINE

44. [VALENTINE.] Young Cupid tir’d of wounding hearts, ...
[Willm. & Russll. Pontifex & Comp.y Nos. 46 47 & 48 Shoe Lane. London. c.1810.] Copper printing plate. (16.5
x 22.8cm) recto engraved, verso blank save for maker’s stamp, a few old ink adhesions & patination, very good.

A rare survival, this engraved copper plate was used for printing valentines – the text reads “Young
Cupid tir’d of wounding hearts, Resign’d to thee my fair his darts, And I thy matchless skill can prove,
And own thee beauteous Queen of Love.” The design displays a central cartouche depicting a woodland
glade with Cupid handing his bow and quiver of arrows to a young woman, the border incorporating
roses, doves, hearts, bows, arrows and ribbons. The verso of the plate bears the maker’s stamp of
“Willm. & Russll. Pontifex & Comp.y Nos. 46 47 & 48 Shoe Lane. London.” The form of the company
name, with William (1766-1851) and his brother Russell Pontifex (1775-1857) in partnership, allows
the plate to be dated between 1808 – 1813. The company is recorded as supplying plates to William
Blake (1757-1827) among others. We have traced examples of valentine cards printed from this plate
at McGill University (CA RBD MSG 1190-1-1-3) & The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge (P.14348-R5).
£950

Rare Books

GEORGIAN FASHIONS SATIRISED BY AMATEUR FEMALE CARICATURIST

45. [FANSHAWE, Catherine Maria.] Headlands capes and promontories.
[London.] Publish’d June 1786. By J[ame]s. Bretherton. Etching (platemark 35.5 x 25cm; sheet 28.5
x 41cm) large margins, tips of corners with some negligible wear (far beyond platemark), small marginal
paper repair to blank verso, very good.

Published by the London printmaker James Bretherton (fl. 1750-1799), this satire of the
metropolitan Georgian clothing fashions of 1786 was based on a drawing by Catherine
Maria Fanshawe (1765-1834), daughter of John Fanshawe (1738-1816) of Shabden, Surrey,
first clerk in the board of green cloth to king George III. Catherine Fanshawe, in addition
to being an accomplished amateur caricaturist and printmaker, is considered to be a significant poet in the Romantic genre (see: ODNB). Scarce. BM Satires 7114.
£750
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GEORGIAN SONGBOOK BY MINERVA PRESS PUBLISHER

46. [LANE, William, Ed.] Roundelay or the New syren, a collection of choice songs
including the modern.
London, printed for W. Lane, Leadenhall Street. “A new edition” [ninth?]. [c.1785?] 12mo (9 x 16cm) xii, 290,
[2]pp., with additional engraved title-page & frontispiece, book labels of “A. Kolley” (19c.) & “J.O. Edwards” (20c.),
very good in contemporary [French?] sheep, spine ruled in gilt, original gilt-titled leather label, light wear to extremities.
A scarce Georgian songster, this collection was published by William Lane (1746-1814), later to find
success as the proprietor of the Minerva Press and pioneer of gothic literature. In his preface he notes
the inclusion of old songs “as have stood the test of approbation ... and the new that are now sung at
the theatres and public gardens,” thanking the public for their “extraordinary support” and assuring
them that “he has carefully selected all the new songs, in addition to this edition.”

The sources of many of the more than two hundred and seventy songs included here are noted: “My
heavy heart. Sung by Mrs. Bertles, at Vauxhall ... Variety. Sung by Mr. Edwin in Robin Hood ...Yo yea.
Sung by Mrs. Barrington, at Sadler’s Wells ... Mary’s dream, or Sandy’s ghost. Sung by Mrs. Crouch, at
Hanover-Square concerts, and at the Pantheon.” Among the writers cited are Garrick, Shenstone,
Johnson, Barbauld, Prior and Goldsmith, and several songs by Shakespeare are included.

The title advertises this as “a new edition”, the heading of the preface stating “ninth edition” – the first
edition must have been printed c. 1780. ESTC lists 6 editions, all undated and similarly scarce. This
edition, at 290pp., is the longest. The engraved frontispiece depicts “Mr. Cargill Mr. Dubellamy and Mr.
Palmer” in a performance of The carnival of Venice.
Blakey p.132. ESTC locates 4 copies only (Cornell University; Newberry Library; University of
Illinois; University of Michigan).
£950

Rare Books

GEORGIAN SONGS IN PRAISE OF WINE

47. [HARPER, William.] The buck’s bottle companion: being a complete collection of
humourous, bottle, and hunting songs. Among which are, a great variety of originals.
With about two hundred toasts and sentiments.
London, printed for R. Bladon,T. Lawes ... 1775. 8vo (12 x 18cm) xii, 226pp., signature of “Ja[me]s M’Laren 1781”
to index leaf, bookplates of [C.F.G.R. Schwerdt] & H.R.H. Prince Henry Duke of Gloucester, book label of J. O.
Edwards, flyleaf penned with early poem:“Ye painters & limners ...”, very good in contemporary sheep, spine with red
leather label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.
This substantial collection of over four hundred mid-Georgian comic songs is centred on the theme of
wine and drinking, praising the joys of bacchanalian revelry: “Say, good master Bacchus, astride on your
butt, Since our champaign’s all gone, and our claret’s run out, Which of all the brisk wines in your
empire that grow, Will serve to delight your poor drunkards below? Resolve us grave sir, and soon send
it over, Lest we die of the sin of being too sober ...” Other themes include hunting, the pursuit of love
and the transience of youth. The editing of the collection has been attributed to Rev. William Harper
(d.1785), episcopal minister at Leith to the north of Edinburgh. Previously-issued with titles A collection
of songs ... (Edinburgh, 1762) and A collection of bacchanalian songs (Edinburgh, 1763), this third issue
includes a newly-appended “collection of celebrated toasts and sentiments.” All issues are similarly
scarce.

ESTC locates copies at the following locations (bL; bO (2); nNNC-RB; nDFo; nMH-H; nCSmH; nPPL;
nICN; nDeU; nCaBViV; oZWTO; oAuSSL; oAuNU).
£950
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MANUSCRIPT MUSIC FOR GEORGIAN
SONGS - WITH MARCHES OF THE
AMERICAN WAR

48. [MUSIC.] [A volume of musical
notation for popular Georgian songs and
tunes, some with lyrics included.]
[England.] 1780. Manuscript, ink on paper. Oblong 8vo
(20.5 x 10.5cm) 10, 15-87, 90-104, [5]; [32]pages,
with additional ruled blanks between the two sections of
music notation, flyleaves with ink inscriptions “Richard
Bayly 1780”, very good in contemporary gilt-ruled
sheep, some light wear to joints & extremities.

Evoking merrymaking in Georgian taverns and at
musical gatherings, this volume of manuscript
musical notation for popular songs can be dated
from the ownership inscription penned on the
flyleaf: “Richard Bayley 1780”. Several of the songs
are noted with accompanying lyrics. Titles
include: “Neptune’s Resignation ... Tho’ prudence
may ... A new song in praise of Prince William ...
Says Plato ... The tobacco box, (or soldiers pledge
of his love) a dialogue ... Grog ... Ye frolicksome
sparks ... Old English roast beef ... Advice to the
fair ... The pilgrim ... Row dow dow ... Young
Collin ... Sung by Mr Vernon at Vauxhall ... Sung
by Mr Edwin ... The new Bath minuet ... The
sailors delight ... Peace & plenty ... The jolly
miller ... Ralph’s ramble to London ... Hearts of
oak ... Fisher’s minuet ... Rogues march ... Now
Master Tommy’s married ... Grano’s march ... Le
petit ballet ... The pilgrim ... Before the barn door
... The queen’s minuet ... Lord Howe’s minuet ...
Ye fine fangled folks ... Le nouvelle Provence
cotillion ... Contrary winds ... Now ponder well
... Marshall Saxes minuet ... The pioneers march
... The black dance ... A quick march for the
guards ... The masquerade minuet ... Rakes of
London ... La Therese ... Black Joke ... L’oiseau
royal cotillion ... La nouvele Angloise ... The
breast knot ... Nancy Dawson ... The echoing horn
... Minuet by Geminiani ... A plague on these
wenches ... Milbanks minuet ... Slow march ...
Captain moneys march ... Miss Hedge’s minuet ...
The pastoral dance ... The Anglesea march ... The
Highland queen ... First regiment of guards march
... Lovely Nancy ... Sir Charles Sedley’s minuet ...
Delia ... Lorrain’s march ... Chester castle ...
Jack’s ramble ... The Lincolnshire march ... The
Irish widow ... Bon-ton ... The Prince of Wales
march ... Captain Comins ramble ... Handel’s
water piece ... The Dukes march ... Colledge
hornpipe ...” Given the date of 1780, the military
marches included here are contemporary with the
American War of Independence.
£2500

Rare Books

MANUSCRIPT MUSIC NOTATION INCLUDES CONTINENTAL SONGS

49. [MUSIC.] [Volume of musical notation, including French, English and Italian tunes.]
[England, c.1770 & later.] Manuscript, ink on paper. Oblong 8vo (20.5 x 16cm) [54] & [11] pages, penned at either
end of the volume, with additional ruled blanks between, very good in contemporary gilt-ruled calf, light wear to extremities.

Penned by an English musician from c.1770, there are several European song tunes in this manuscript
notebook of musical notation, accompaniments for: “Se son Lontano” by the famed librettist Pietro Antonio
Domenico Bonaventura Trapassi, known as Pietro Metastasio (1698 - 1782); “Vaudeville des Hommes
comedie ballet”; “Come come my good shepherds”; “Can love be controlled”; “Lochaber”; “Forgive, blest
shade, the tributary tear.” There is also a single page titled “Rules for tuning a pandola.”
REGENCY ENTERTAINMENT AT CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

£350

50. [CAMBRIDGE.] University Entertainment. To their royal highnesses the duchess of
Gloucester, and the princess Sophia Matilda. July 6th. 1819.
[London?] Drawn by R.B. Harraden. Etched by Elizabeth Byrne. [1819.] Ticket, engraved (22.5 x 16cm), one corner
torn at tip (to validate ticket on entry), contemporary marginal ink inscriptions to “Miss Linton ... J. Standly”, numbered
in manuscript “448” with signature “George Neville VC” to lower corner, light old folds, very good.
This engraved ticket for a
Regency-era “university entertainment” at Cambridge on 6 July
1819 depicts “Trinity College
Bridge & walks.” The etching was
produced by the engraver
Elizabeth Byrne (fl. 1809-1849)
after a design by the
topographical artist Richard
Bankes Harraden (1778-1862),
later the originator of Illustrations
of the University of Cambridge
(1830). These tickets permitted
two to enter, this example
bearing the names of “Miss Linton
... [Rev.] J. Standly.” BM
1983,U.676.
£250
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NEWMARKET COCK PIT PASS FOR FAMED GEORGIAN JOCKEY

51. [COCKFIGHTING.] [Samuel Chifney’s pass for the Cock Pit in Newmarket.]
[Suffolk, c.1780.] Pass, in brass, oval (dimensions approx. 2.8 x 3.8cm x 3mm) obverse bearing relief depiction of a
fighting cock with legend “Cock Pit”, reverse with engraved name “Saml. Chifney”, pierced contemporaneously for
suspension, light patination, very good.

This rare late eighteenth century brass pass allowed repeat entry to the Cock Pit in Newmarket. This
particular pass bears the name of the legendary Georgian jockey Samuel Chifney (c.1753-1807) of
Newmarket, an innovator in professional race riding. Norfolk-born Chifney became known in
particular for his development of the “Chifney rush”, a finishing burst of speed towards the end of a
race. Before accusations of race fixing led to his downfall he was hired in 1790 as “rider for life” to the
Prince of Wales. This pass, dateable to c.1780, can be identified as connected to the Cock Pit at
Newmarket from Hogarth’s depiction of cockfighting at this location – at the foot of Hogarth’s print
of The Cockpit (1759) is drawn an identical oval pass, evidently based on the fighting cock design
displayed on passes of the same type as the present example (see “Curator’s Comments” to BM
1868,0822.1618). A rare example of a named cock pit pass evoking both cockfighting and horseracing,
two facets of the Georgian craze for gambling.
£1250

ART DEALER & PRINTSELLER IN MEZZOTINT PORTRAIT

52.
[PLACE,
Francis.]
Richard
Thompson.
[London, c.1693?] G. Soust pinxit. P Tempest
excudit. F. Place fecit. Print, mezzotint (sheet approx.
20.9 x 26.3cm ) a very good, rich impression.
This mezzotint portrait depicts the London art
dealer and printseller Richard Tompson
(d.1693). In addition to publishing prints, in
particular mezzotints, he is also credited, in
partnership with Alexander Browne (d.1706),
with organising the first regular art auctions in
London, beginning in 1678. After a painting by
the London-based Dutch artist Gilbert Soest,
this print is a fine example of the virtuosity of
the printmaker Francis Place (1647-1728), an
early pioneer in the medium of mezzotint.
Bearing the imprint of the influential London
print publisher Pierce Tempest (1653-1717),
this is an example of the second state of this
print. Chaloner Smith 1883 13.II.
£750

AQUATINT TRADE CARD FOR GEORGIAN PORTRAIT PAINTER

53. SANDERS, John. I. Sanders no. 6
Great Ormond St[ree]t July 1782
London.
[London, c.1785.] Remov’d to No. 66, Great Queen
Street, Lincolns Inn Fields. Trade card / handbill,
etching & aquatint (8.3 x 10.2cm) on thick, laid
paper, very good.

A fine and rare example of a Georgian artist’s
trade card, this design advertises the painter
John Sanders (1750-1825), his name and
address in London at 6 Great Ormond Street
being lettered on clouds beneath an angel. The
date “July 1782” is included, however this card
must have been printed c.1785, when, as
noted in engraved text below the roundel, he
“remov’d to No. 66, Great Queen Street,
Lincolns Inn Fields”. Unusually the trade card
is executed in aquatint and must be the work of
Sanders himself - he is known to have excelled
in this medium. His wife, Rebecca Arnold of
Norwich, was renowned for her beauty and
may well be the model for the angel.
Exhibiting in the 1770s at the Royal Academy,
Sanders was a versatile portrait artist in oils,
crayons or chalk. See: BM D,2.3215 (first
state, before change of address).
£450
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COMEDY PENNED IN SWISS EXILE BY FRANCO-IRISH JACOBITE JOURNALIST

54. RUTLIDGE, Jean Jacques. Le train de Paris, ou Les bourgeois du tems : comédie en
cinq actes et en prose ...
AYverdon, chez la Société litt. & typ. 1777. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 19.5cm) [2], 159, [3]pp., with half-title &
final errata leaf, very good in contemporary vellum-backed marbled boards, front cover with decorative contemporary
paper cartouche stamped in ink with title, light wear to extremities.

First edition of this prose comedy by the Franco-Irish Jacobite journalist and writer Jean Jacques
Rutlidge Bt. (1742-1794). A promoter of English literature in France, Rutlidge moved to Paris in 1772,
later becoming a prominent member of the Cordeliers Club. His best-known work, La quinzaine
Angloise à Paris (Londres [i.e. Paris], 1776) was translated as The englishman’s fortnight in Paris; or, the art
of ruining himself there in a few days (London, 1777). Dedicated to Jean-Charles-Pierre Lenoir (17321807) head of the Parisian police force, this play was printed at Yverdon in Switzerland - Rutlidge was
permitted to travel there following his release from a short period of imprisonment in the Bastille. A
satire on the French bourgeoisie, the play was performed in 1779 at the Hôtel de Bourgogne. Rutlidge
considered it his best theatrical work.
£450

Rare Books

JACOBITE NOVEL BY FRANCO-IRISH JOURNALIST

55. RUTLIDGE, Jean Jacques. Les confessions d’un Anglois, ou, Mémoires de Sir Charles
Simpson, rédigés sur le manuscrit original, par l’auteur de La quinzaine angloise.
A Lausanne; et se trouve à Paris, chez Regnault. 1786. 2 volumes bound together. First edition. 8vo (10 x 17cm) [2],
ii, 262; [2], 227, [1]pp., with engraved frontispiece to both volumes, small ink note to title-page of volume 1, titlepages a little dusty with a few marginal stains, contemporary French calf, spine gilt with original title label, binding
worn at extremities with wear to joints and spine but sound.

First edition, rare, of this novel by the Franco-Irish Jacobite writer and journalist Jean Jacques Rutlidge
Bt. (1742-1794). A promoter of English literature in France, Rutlidge moved to Paris in 1772, later
becoming a prominent member of the Cordeliers Club. His best-known work, La quinzaine Angloise à
Paris (Londres [i.e. Paris], 1776) was translated as The englishman’s fortnight in Paris; or, the art of ruining
himself there in a few days (London, 1777). In this novel Rutlidge works his political views into a narrative
that includes the noble protagonist, Sir Charles Simpson, being imprisoned under martial law, betrayed
by a Protestant pastor for his sheltering of the Young Pretender, Charles Edward Stuart (1720-1788).

Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 86:60. No copy in British Library. OCLC lists 9 locations only (Université
Laval; Bibliothèque nationale de France; Deutsche Nationalbibliothek Leipzig & Franfurt (2); State
Library of Victoria; University of Leeds; Bibliothèque Sainte-Genevieve; Zentralbibliothek Solothurn;
Universitätsbibliothek Göttingen Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg).
£650
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EIGHTEENTH CENTURY LONDON & AMSTERDAM FOR FRENCH VISITORS

56. LE ROUGE, Georges-Louis. Curiosités de Londres et de l’Angleterre.
A Bordeaux, De l’Imprimerie de la Veuve Calamy. 1766. Second edition. [BOUND WITH]
LE ROUGE, Georges-Louis. Abrégé de l’histoire et des curiosités de la Hollande.
A Bordeaux, De l’Imprimerie de la Veuve Calamy. 1766. First edition.Two works bound together. 8vo (10 x 16.5cm)
[4], 132, [6]; 48pp., very good crisp copies in contemporary French patterned calf, flat spine gilt in compartments
with floral tooling, original red leather label titled in gilt, red silk bookmark, marbled pastedowns & edges.

Guides to eighteenth century London and Amsterdam for French visitors, the two titles bound together
here were the work of Georges-Louis Le Rouge (1712-1790), a Hanover-born geographer remembered in particular for his collaborations with the London-resident Huguenot cartographer John Roque
(1709-1762). The preface to the London guide here indicates that Le Rouge translated this from the
English, the original title being Joseph Pote’s The foreigner’s guide: or, A necessary and instructive companion
both for the foreigner and native, in their tour through the cities of London andWestminster (London, 1763). The
guide to Holland, principally Amsterdam, appears to have been written by Le Rouge himself. First
published in 1765, this second edition of the London guide was the first to be augmented with the
addition of the guide to Holland. The preface here includes mention of Lerouge’s hopes to erect a
fountain for prisoners, presumably in Bordeaux, and it seems likely that this was to be funded by the
sale of these guides. Scarce.
£650

Rare Books

ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION FOR GERMAN STUDENTS

57. CRABB, George. Kleines Buchstabier - und
Lesebuch für Anfänger, oder practische
Methode die englische Aussprache durch
zweckmäßige Uebungen zu erlerne ...
Bremen, bey Johann Heinrich Müller. 1806. Second edition,
“verbesserte und vermehrte”. 12mo (11 x 17cm) iv, 158, [2]pp.,
a very good copy in contemporary leather-backed marbled paper
boards, light wear to extremities.
This rare English manual of spelling and reading with
pronunciation exercises was printed in Bremen in 1806,
the work of the English writer and lawyer George Crabb
(1778-1851) who had moved to the city to learn
German, residing there between 1801 and 1806. Crabb
is remembered for his German grammars and phrase
books and later his prolific English linguistic and legal
output, including his Dictionary of English synonymes
(1816) and an History of English law (1829). The several
works he had published in Bremen, advertised on the
final page of this book, all appear to be very scarce.
No copies of this or the first edition located in OCLC,
which locates a single example only of the third edition
(Leipzig, 1831: Ostfriesischen Bibliothek).
£350

NAPOLEONIC FRANCE DESCRIBED BY ENGLISH UNITARIAN PRISONER

58. WORSLEY, Israel. Account of the state of
France, and its government, during the last three
years; particularly as it has relation to the Belgic
provinces, and the treatment of the English.
London, printed for J. Johnson. 1806. First edition. 8vo (11 x
17.5cm) [4], viii, 267, [1]pp., with half-title, title-page with
contemporary ink ownership inscription: “Charlotte Eyre”, a very
good, uncut copy in contemporary boards, spine with original
printed title, some wear to extremities but sound.

First edition, scarce, of this first-hand account of
Napoleonic France drawn from the experiences of Israel
Worsley (1768-1836), schoolmaster and Unitarian
preacher ministering to the English merchants at Dunkirk
c.1790, later held hostage in France after returning to the
country following the Peace of Amiens in 1802. There is
much valuable commentary on the state of post-revolutionary France, with headings including: “taxes ... liberty of
speech ... liberty of the press ... newspapers ... general
impression in France respecting Buonaparte ... smuggling
... gullotine ... state of education ... schools ... French
economy ... national prejudices ... gendarmerie.”
Provenance: a candidate for the “Charlotte Eyre” who has
penned her name on the title-page is Charlotte Eyre
(b.1796), later wife of George Grove (1793-1838), brother
of Shelley’s cousin and first love Harriet Grove (17911867).
£450
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MINERVA PRESS NOVEL IN FRENCH TRANSLATION

59. [FIELDING, James
Holroyd.] La roue de
fortune, ou L’héritière
de Beauchamp. Par
Fielding. Traduit de
l’anglais
par
Ch.
Def*** ...
A Paris, chez Corbet ... [&]
Nicolle. 1819. Three volumes.
First French translation. 12mo
(9.5 x 15cm) [4], 295, [1];
[4], 300; [4], 288pp., with
half-titles, title-pages with
small heraldic stamp (von der
Leyen library, dispersed), very
good in contemporary spongepatterned green paper-covered
boards, spines with original
manuscript labels, light wear
to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this French translation of Beauchamp, or The wheel of fortune (London, 1817), a late
Minerva press novel charting the vicissitudes of Sir Charles Beauchamp of Lincolnshire. This Austen-era
tale centred on the theme of reversals of fortune was penned by James Holroyd Fielding, an obscure
novelist who advertised himself on the title-page of the English edition of Beauchamp as “editor” of Some
account of myself, by Charles Earl of Erpingham (London, 1817). This French translation was made by
Auguste Jean Baptiste Defauconpret (1767-1843). The reference to the authorship of “Fielding” on the
title has confused some cataloguers, leading the book inaccurately to be described as a suppositious
work of Henry Fielding (1707-1754), or as a translation of The wheel of fortune (London, 1806) by Eliza
Lake.

OCLC locates 4 copies only (British Library; National Library of Poland; Princeton University;
Bibliothèque nationale de France). Summers p.53.
£750
CRUSADING GOTHIC NOVEL - ADVENTURES IN THE HOLY LAND

60. [NOVEL.] Le Comte Arthur de Standfort; roman de chevalerie, tiré de l’histoire des
Croisades; traduit de l’anglais.
A Paris, chez Boisverd. 1820. Two volumes. First edition. 12mo (9.5 x 15.5cm) [4], 204; [4], 204pp., with halftitles, title-pages with small heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), very good in contemporary spongepatterned green paper-covered boards, spines with original manuscript labels, light wear to extremities.

We have not been able to identify the
supposed English original of this rare French
novel, “traduit de l’anglais,” a fictional
medieval narrative centred on adventuring
to the Holy Land in the era of the Crusades:
“Le comte Arthur de Standfort était parmi
les nobles qui ajoutaient à la splendeur de la
cour d’Angleterre, sous le règne de Henri
III ...”

OCLC locates 3 copies only (British
Library; Bibliothèque nationale de France;
Bibliothèque nationale de Strasbourg).
£450

Rare Books

ANGLO-GERMAN GOTHIC NOVEL BY FRENCH DRAMATIST

61. GRÉTRY, André Joseph. Le chateau de Cliffort ou Le souterrain de la forêt, roman
imité de l’allemand ...
A Paris, chez Lerouge. 1820.Two volumes. First edition. 12mo (9.5 x 16cm) 244; 228, [6, ads.]pp., with half-titles,
vol. 1 with aquatint frontispiece, vol. 2 with folding sheet of music as frontis., title-pages with small heraldic stamp
(von der Leyen library, dispersed), very good in contemporary sponge-patterned green paper-covered boards, spines
with original manuscript title & shelfmark labels, light wear to extremities.
First edition, rare, of this gothic novel by dramatist and poet André Joseph Grétry (1744-1826). The
English setting, with characters Lord Oswald, Lady Emmeline, and Lord Milfordhaven, includes the
obligatory castles and corpses. The title-page noting “imité de l’allemand” presumably refers to the
influence of the German terror novel or schauerroman. The frontispiece to the first volume depicts a
ghostly figure reaching out to a lady seated in parkland, alarmed onlookers in top hats running to offer
assistance. The frontispiece to volume two consists of a folding engraved plate of musical notation, the
tune to a suitable “ romance ... inédite” by the author’s famous musisican uncle André-Ernest-Modeste
Grétry (1741-1813).
OCLC locates 1 copy only (Universitätsbibliothek München).

£1250
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FRENCH NOVEL FOLLOWING LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES

62. [LACLOS, Pierre Ambroise François Choderlos de.] L’amitié dangereuse, ou
Célimaure et Amélie, histoire véritable.
A La Haye, et se trouve a Paris, chez Buisson. 1786.Two volumes. First edition. 12mo (10 x 16cm) [4], vi, 216; [4],
235, [1]pp., a few negligible marginal marks, eighteenth century heraldic bookplates & small heraldic stamp to titlepages (of the von der Leyen library, dispersed), very good in contemporary sponge-patterned leather-backed boards,
spines gilt in compartments with gilt-titled labels, all edges red, some light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this novel of sentimental intrigue and amorous misfortune.Written in the first
person and set in France, it tells the story of two tricksters intent on destroying the fortunes of a pair
of blameless lovers. The authorship has been ascribed to the writer Pierre Ambroise François
Choderlos de Laclos (1741-1803), author of the famed epistolary novel Les Liaisons dangereuses (Paris,
1782), acknowledged as a masterly examination of seduction and revenge. The attribution of authorship
to Laclos is based on a printed addition to the title-page in one of the variants of 1786 which notes:
“Par l’auteur des Liaisons dangereuses.” The themes of the two novels are similar and they belong to the
same literary milieu of French pre-revolutionary tension centred on criticism of the degeneration of
aristocratic morals.
Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 86:2. OCLC locates 4 copies in total: 2 copies of this variant (Bibliothèque
nationale de France; Bayerische Staatsbibliothek); 1copy (Harvard University Biblioteca Berenson) with
a Paris-only Buisson imprint and “Par l’auteur des Liaisons dangereuses” added to the title-page; 1 copy
(Stanford University) of a 3 volume variant bearing a Paris-only Buisson imprint (with different
setting/pagination). Copac adds 1 copy at Taylor Institution Library, Oxford University. No copy in
British Library.
£2500

Rare Books

FRENCH BOOKSELLER’S NOVEL ON DANGERS OF IMMORALITY

63. [BOULARD, Martin Silvestre.] Mon cousin Nicolas, ou les dangers de l’immoralité.
A Paris, chez Jh. Chaumerot. 1808. Four volumes. First edition. 12mo (10 x 16cm) [4], 165, [i.e. 166]; [4], 180;
182; 201, [1]pp., complete with half-titles & indices to each vol., engraved frontis to vol. 1, title-pages with small
heraldic stamp (von der Leyen library, dispersed), very good in early nineteenth century marbled boards, spines with
original manuscript labels, light wear to extremities.
First edition, rare, of this novel by the French bookseller, printer, publisher and novelist Martin
Silvestre Boulard (1748-1809), known in particular for his Le manuel de l’imprimeur (Paris, 1791) and
Traité élémentaire de bibliographie (Paris, 1804-5). This tale, a warning of the dangers of immorality, charts
the course of the life of “cousin Nicolas” through the various phases of his eventful life: “dans le
commerce ... marié ... emprisonnement ... Capucin ... second mariage ... imprimeur-libraire ...
avocat ... entrepreneur de spectacles ... ”
OCLC locates 5 copies only (ULB Sachsen-Anhalt; Forschungsbibliothek Gotha; Universität
Göttingen; ULB Muns; Hungarian Academy of Sciences Library).
£950
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INDIAN STREET FOOD SOLD IN GEORGIAN LONDON

64. [BOYNE, John.] Mr Varnattipan of St. Paul’s Churchyard.
[London, c.1800?] Watercolour, pen & ink with grey wash on laid paper over pencil (20.5 x 30.7cm) head of sheet
with ink inscription “Mr Varnattipan of St. Paul’s Churchyard”, watermarked G.R. under fleur-de-lys, verso with
rough outline sketch in pencil of a carriage, very good.

This intriguing watercolour portrait sketch appears to present an early depiction of an Indian street
food vendor at work in Georgian London. Dating to c.1800, the figure depicted, identified by as ink
inscription as “Mr Varnattipan of St. Paul’s Churchyard”, appears to be preparing a chapati-like wrap.
Certainly the rotund, bewigged character is using what appears to be a chapati rolling pin. The
eighteenth century saw the development of the English taste for curry, chutney and other Indian
culinary staples. The style of the drawing is reminiscent of the Irish caricaturist John Boyne (d.1810).
£950

Rare Books

FRENCH ALMANAC ADVERTISED BY BROADSIDE

65. [ALMANACS.] Le nouvel astrologue Français, almanach universel, utile et amusant,
pour l’année 1831.
[Lille, Castieux. 1831.] Broadside. Folio (44 x 53.5cm) letterpress text framed by decorative woodcut border, some
areas of contemporary handcolour in green & orange, wove paper watermarked “Rayner”, edges uncut, fine.

In excellent condition, this is a rare example of a large folio nineteenth century French advertising
broadside. It announces a French almanac for 1831, Le nouvel astrologue Français. The design features a
robed dervish in hat and cloak holding up a sign, the text and border having been highlighted in contemporary green and orange handcolour. Little large-format advertising letterpress material of this kind has
survived from the nineteenth century – posters of this kind were pasted or pinned up and then thrown
away once they had served their purpose.
£650
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SCOTTISH ECONOMIST IN FRENCH TRANSLATION

66. HAMILTON, Robert. Recherches sur
l’origine, les progrès, le rachat, l’état
actuel et la régie de la dette nationale de la
Grand-Bretagne ... traduites de l’Anglais ...
Paris, Gide fils. 1817. First French translation. 8vo
(13.5 x 21.5cm) [4], lxxi, [1], 302pp., with half-title,
first 3 leaves with some light toning, a very good, uncut
copy in contemporary pink paper wrapper, spine with
original printed label, light wear to extremities.

First edition in French translation, scarce, of An
inquiry concerning the rise and progress, the redemption,
present state, and management of the national debt of
Great Britain (Edinburgh, 1813), the foremost
work by Robert Hamilton (1743-1829), political
economist and mathematician of Edinburgh. The
treatise attracted attention on account of
Hamilton’s attacks on contemporary British ideas
of national finance, in particular his argument that
the creation of a sinking fund would increase the
national debt rather than decreasing it. This translation, from the expanded second English edition,
was made by Joseph-Henri Lasalle who has
included his own substantial prefatory
commentary (71pp.). Goldsmiths’ 21827.
REGENCY PRIVATE THEATRICAL PERFORMANCE

£450

67. [THEATRE.] Private play. Thursday,
June 27th, 1822. An occasional address to
be delivered by Captain Hill. Foot’s farce
of The liar ... Colman’s farce of Blue devils
...
[London? 1822.] Handbill, on card (7.5 x 11.4cm)
printed on recto only, margins with some light dusting,
very good.
A rare printed memento recording a Regency
private theatrical performance 27 June 1822. A
location of London is suggested by the identity of
one of the performers. “Mrs. Weippart,” Penelope
Weippert, née Blane (d.1846), wife of John
Michael Weippart (1775-1831), harpist, was a
professional actress connected with the Theatre
Royal on the Strand. The context of the private
performance here is not indicated, however the
event must have taken place amongst a relatively
small circle as the entertainments were “to be
concluded with supper and quadrilles”.
£250

Rare Books

REGENCY HOUSEHOLD AUCTION INCLUDES CAMPAIGN FURNITURE

68. [FURNITURE.] Island of Portsea. To be sold by auction, by Mr. Collins, on the premises,
on Monday, the 20th March, 1820, and following day, all the neat and modern household
furniture ... of colonel Tane R.M. at No. 8. Landport Terrace ...
Hollingsworth and Price, printers,White-Horse-Street, Portsmouth. [1820.] Broadside. Large folio (43 x 55cm) some
negligible toning, old folds, very good.

This Regency-era broadside advertises a two day furniture auction at Portsea, Portsmouth, in 1820,
consisting of “all the neat and modern household furniture ... of colonel Tane R.M. at No. 8. Landport
Terrace.” The contents included some campaign furniture, “field bedsteads” being noted, together with
“two sets of tea china, a blue and white table service, glass ... eliptic ... bedsteads ... in mahogany are a
capital dining table, pembroke ... a capital pair of eliptic card tables, with claw feet and paw socket castors
... black and gold Japenned chairs, bamboo ditto ... a capital three plate chimney glass ... kidderminster
carpet ...” It is rare for ephemeral large format notices of this kind to survive from the Regency period.
£450
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EARLY VICTORIAN FIREWORKS: “FRENCH, ITALIAN, AND CHINESE”

69. [FIREWORKS.] A grand gala will
take place on the Breakwater Jetty ...
Jan. 1st, 1839, consisting of a magnificent display of French, Italian, and
Chinese fireworks ... by M.D. Irvine ...
Hull, John Howe. [1838.] Broadside/handbill.
Folio (24 x 37cm) some marginal fraying at
corners (not touching text), small ink note at foot
of sheet, very good.

A rare survival, this early Victorian broadside
advertises a firework display in Hull on 1
January 1839 organised by M.D. Irvine,
“from the Royal Gardens, Vauxhall, London”.
The text describes o“a magnificent display of
French, Italian, and Chinese fireworks”. The
“order of firing” offers a detailed description
of the 20 different displays “Two skyrockets
... An antinomilal pyramid of artificial
moonlight ... A capricious wheel of three
sections; 1st, a vertical cone; 2nd, inverted;
last, a fiery tree ... A beautiful trigonometrical device, commencing with a Furlioni
wheel; to conclude with a discharge of Gerbs
...” We have not been able to trace any record
of Mr. Irvine.
£450
GEORGIAN MANUFACTURER OF LEATHER TRUNKS

70. [LONDON.] Smith and Lucas coffer,
& plate-case makers, to his Majesty
and her Royal Highness the Princess
Dowager of Wales, at the Kings Arms,
& 3 Trunks at Charing Cross ...
[London, 1768.] Handbill, printed (sheet 16.5 x
19.5cm) engraved text within decorative printed
border incorporating royal arms at head & image of
three trunks at foot, verso penned with invoice
dated 7 Feb. 1768 to “Commodore Harvey” for “1
large wainscot case bound with iron and lined with
green bays for several sorts of plate ...”, old folds,
very good.

This fine engraved Georgian handbill dating
to 1768 advertises the London trunk making
business of Smith and Lucas of Charing
Cross: “makes and sells all sorts of sumpter &
portmantuas trunks & leather portmantuas,
valleeses, & canteens, leather fire buckets,
and jacks, likewise cases for plate, china, and
glasses at reasonable rates.”
£450

“FOREIGN CORDIAL MERCHANTS” TO GEORGIAN ROYALTY

71. [LONDON.] Bo.t of Johnson & Justerini,
foreign cordial merchants &c. to His Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales. No. 76 Haymarket.
[London, 1796.] Invoice, engraved billhead (sheet 21 x 29.5cm)
completed in manuscript, some slight edge fraying, old folds, very
good.
The engraved billhead to this invoice issued in 1796 by
Johnson & Justerini advertises their business as “foreign
cordial merchants &c. to His Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales.” The bill penned below records the purchase by “his
grace the Duke of Norfolk” of various “fine liquers ..
maraschino ... crême de rose ... crême de canelle ... crême
de noyau ... eau d’or.” Then situated at “no. 76 Haymarket”
this business later became the famous London wine
merchants Justerini & Brooks.
£450

GEORGIAN CAKES & BISCUITS FROM LONDON CONFECTIONER

72. [LONDON.] Bought of Fitzwater (late Kubff)
confectioner at the Royal Arms in the Hay Market.
[London, 1781.] Invoice, engraved billhead (sheet 19 x 37cm)
completed in manuscript, some negligible edge fraying, old folds,
very good.

Cakes, biscuits and other sweet delicacies are recorded on
this invoice issued in central London in 1781 by the confectioner E. Fitzwater located at the Haymarket in St. James’s.
The penned bill is of interest as a record of the sugary treats
that were popular in the Georgian metropolis: “almond
cake ... mixt biscuits ... peaches in jus ... China oranges ...
[green]gages in brandy ... col[oure]d wafers ... French
plumbs ... raisins & almonds ... dry cherries ... burnt
almonds.”
£450

“CONFECTIONARY, WHOLESALE & RETAIL AT THE LOWEST PRICES”

73. [LONDON.] Bought of Daking Moore at the
Sugar Loaf, opposite Old Round Court in the
Strand.
[London, 1762.] Invoice, engraved billhead (sheet 21 x 16.5cm)
completed in manuscript, small marginal tear to tip of cone corner
not touching engraved surface, old folds, very good.

Dated 1762, this invoice for the business of the London
confectioner Daking Moore includes an image of his shop
sign, a Sugar Loaf that would have hung outside his
premises on the Strand. The engraved billhead advertises
that he “makes & sells all sorts of confectionary, wholesale
& retail, at the lowest prices. Likewise all sorts of fine teas.”
Made out to a “Mr Pearson” the invoice records the sale of
various biscuits: “2 savoys ... 1 mackroons ... 1 rateafee.”
£450

Rare Books
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PARISIAN LIQUEURS, SYRUPS & FRUIT WINES

74. [LIQUEURS.] A l’Orangerie du Palais Royal, Rue Saint Dominique, Fauxbourg Saint
German, près les Jacobins, à Paris. Guillon, distillateur de S. A. S. Mgr. Duc D’Orleans, ci
devant Maître d’Hôtel de M. le Président de Marbeuf: tient magasin de liqueurs fines de
toutes espéces ...
[Paris, c.1760?] Broadside, folio (25 x 40cm) text in 2 columns, framed by typographic border, tiny hole touching
one letter, old folds, very good condition.

This French broadside dating to c.1760 lists prices for all manner of liqueurs, syrups, and fruit wines
sold by [Etienne?] Guillon, “distillateur de S. A. S. Mgr. Duc D’Orleans” in “Rue Saint Dominique,
Fauxbourg Saint German” in Paris, and his associate “Lagriviere, marchand epicier confiseur”: “Crême
royale de fleur d’orange au vin de champagne ... Anis des Indes ... Limette des Indes ... Les Gouttes
de Malthe ... Le vrai rak de Chine ... Eau des Barbades d’ Angleterre ... Crême de chocolat ... Canelle
de Japon ... Vin de Cerise ... Sirop de Calbasse des Isles ... Sirop d’Orgeat ... Vinaigre des Camdules
...” A rare survival – not traced in OCLC; we have not been able to locate another example.
£950

Rare Books

“FINE GOLD
BEATER’S SKIN” &
“GENUINE COURT
PLAISTER”

75.
[REGENCY.]
Fine gold beater’s
skin.
[London?,
c.1815.]
Envelope, paper (5.5 x
10cm when closed)
printed on both sides,
recto: “Fine gold beater’s
skin” printed on shield
below woodcut Royal
Arms, verso:“Genuine gold
beater’s skin” printed
within
typographic
border, 3 sheets of “gold
beater’s skin” within
envelope, light wear to
extremities, very good.
[TOGETHER WITH]

Genuine
Court
Plaister.
[London?,
c.1815.]
Wrapper, paper (5 x 10cm
when folded closed)
printed on recto: “Genuine
Court Plaister” with
engraving of standing
female figure, 2 sheets of
black silk “plaister” within
envelope, light wear to
extremities, very good.

Two rare survivals,
these
printed
envelopes containing
“Fine gold beater’s
skin”, used in the
manufacturing of gold
leaf, and “Genuine
Court Plaister”, a
black silk plaster for
small
cuts
and
wounds, both date
from the Regency era
- both retain examples
of
the
original
contents.
£450
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FRANKFURT GOLD BEATER’S ENGRAVED WRAPPER

76. [GOLD LEAF.] Paulus Linz.
[Frankfurt, c.1780?] Engraving on paper wrapper (sheet 9.4 x 6.8cm, platemark 8.2 x 5.8cm) very good.

A rare survival, this eighteenth century engraved wrapper advertises the business of Paulus Linz, gold
beater of Frankfurt. The wrapper, bearing an image of a dove carrying an olive branch, would have been
the front wrapper of a booklet or envelope containing gold leaf. Several other designs are known to
have been used by Linz (see: Byrne, J. S. Ephemera and the Print Room. Metropolitan Museum Journal,
24, [1989], p.286, citing 9 examples of wrappers issued by Linz, all in the Bella C. Landauer
collection).
£350
GEORGIAN CONFECTIONERY IN BRUTON STREET

77. [LONDON.] Wetten, confectioner. Bruton Street, Berkeley Square.
[London, c.1785.] Trade card, engraved on card (sheet 10 x 7.1cm, platemark 9.3 x 6.5cm) very good.
This stylish Georgian neoclassical engraved trade card dating to c. 1785 advertises the London confectionery business of L. Wetten located on Bruton Street near Berkeley Square. Three putti carry fruits,
garlands and vines. Wetten was later a parter with Domenico Negri at The Pineapple where they sold
“all sorts of English, French, & Italian wet & dry’d sweet meats ... cedrati & bergamot chips ... Naples
diavolini ... all sort sof biskets & cakes ... sugar plums ...” British Museum attributes the production of
this card to the engraver James Caldwall (1739-1822). BM: C,3.175: collection of Sarah Sophia Banks
(1744-1818).
£350

Rare Books

SOUTHWARK ENGRAVER, PRINTER & STATIONER

78. [PRINTING.] R. Alford, No. 10, Bridge
Street, Southwark, engraver and printer...
[London, R. Alford, c.1826.] Leaflet, engraved on recto of
first leaf of 4to bifolium (19 x 23.5cm) wove paper watermarked “Hagar & son 1826”, old folds, negligible wear to
extremities.

Dating to c.1826, this leaflet advertises the London
printing business of Robert Alford, of 10 Bridge
Street, Southwark: “engraver and printer; visiting
cards, book plates & stone & desk seals engraved,
commercial printing, account books and stationary
supplied ... R[obert] A[lford] presumes most respectfully to solicit the favor of your commands, and begs
to state that the greatest attention shall be given to
any orders you may be pleased to oblige him with.”
£350

EDUCATION OF CAMBRIDGE POOR SUPPORTED BY QUEENS’ COLLEGE STUDENTS

79. [BOOKSELLING.] To hawkers, venders, and others. Religious tracts ... are sold by Mrs.
Brown, Sun Street, near Abbey Street, Barnwell ...
[Cambridge.] Wilson, printer, Bridge Street. [c.1827]. Handbill. Small folio (21.5 x 33cm) [1]pp., imperceptible
marginal repair to one edge (not touching text), contemporary ink note at head of sheet: “this shop was supplied by the
undergraduates teaching in Jesus Lane Sunday School”; together with a small printed handbill (14 x 14cm) headed:
“The parents of the children who receive instruction in the “Jesus Lane Sunday School” are requested to see that the
following rules are strictly adhered to ...” [Cambridge, c.1827], very good.
A rare example of an early nineteenth
century bookseller’s handbill, this advertisement of c.1827 is unusual in that it is
directed specifically at hawkers, travelling
vendors of almanacs and small tracts.
“Hawkers, venders, and others” are advised
that “religious tracts and other small publications, which find a ready sale and return a
large profit” are sold by the bookseller “Mrs.
Brown, Sun Street, near Abbey Street,
Barnwell ... where hawkers and others may
be supplied with any quantity at a very cheap
rate.” At this time Barnwell was a slum area
on the periphery of Cambridge, now
subsumed into the city. A contemporary ink
note in the margin explains the context and
gives a connection with the university: “this
shop was supplied by the undergraduates
teaching in Jesus Lane Sunday School.” This
famous Sunday school was set up in 1827 by
students from Queens’ College to teach and
provide religious instruction to poor
children in Barnwell, moving in 1833 to
Kings Street. Also offered here is a small
handbill listing rules for parents of children
attending the school.
£450
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DUTCH PAPERMAKER’S WOODCUT REAM WRAPPER

80. [PAPERMAKING.] Fyn fyn pampier gemaakt by me. Henyndrick Goovaertz, in syn
moolen tot Amsterdam.
[Amsterdam, c.1700.] Ream wrapper, printed in red ink on paper (sheet approx. 15 x 21cm) letterpress below xylographic
coat of arms, old folds, top edge uncut, very good.

Printed in red ink and dating to c.1700 this is a fine and scarce example of a woodcut from a Dutch papermaker’s ream wrapper. The text, beneath a xylographic coat of arms bearing an image of a post horn, advertises the fine paper of Henyndrick Goovaertz, produced in his mill in Amsterdam. We have not been able to
trace another example of this label, or any record of Goovaertz. See: H. Voorn, Old ream wrappers, North
Hills, 1969: pp.36-47 for general information on Amsterdam wrappers.
£1250

Rare Books

BOOKBINDER’S INVENTION REWARDED WITH SILVER MEDAL

81. [SOCIETY OF ARTS.] [Vulcan medal.] To Mr. W. Burn. MDCCCXXVII For his rolling
press for bookbinders.
[London? 1827.] Medal, silver (diameter 41mm) obverse with head of Vulcan (“Mills. F[ecit]”) & legend “Arts and
commerce promoted,” reverse with oak wreath & engraved legend “To Mr.W. Burn. MDCCCXXVII For his rolling press
for bookbinders”, lettering on obverse rubbed, otherwise near extremely fine.

The die for the Vulcan medal of the now Royal Society of Arts was cut by the medallist and engraver
George Mills (1792-1824) in 1818 and the first Vulcan medal was presented in 1820. They were issued
in both gold and silver for “improvements in mechanics.” The present example was given in 1827 to the
London bookbinder William Burn for his invention of the rolling press for bookbinders. The machine
was designed to flatten folded sheets before binding, a process that previously had been carried out by
hand laboriously. By 1830 the machine was in use in the premises of most bookbinders. In fact, this
appears to be the first mechanisation introduced into the bookbinding process, making this unique
medal an object of historical significance in the history of bookbinding.

Compare: BM: M.3688: “To Mr. J. Skinner, MDCCCXX for a machine for sweeping chimneys.”
EDINBURGH PAPERMAKER’S ENGRAVED REAM WRAPPER

82. [PAPERMAKING.] Super fine. IL &
Co.
[Edinburgh?, c.1835.] Ream wrapper, engraved in
black ink on paper (sheet approx. 14 x 18cm) tipped
on old backing sheet, old folds, some light dustiness at
extremities.

This rare example of an early nineteenth
century papermaker’s engraved ream wrapper
label can be dated to c.1835. The maker “IL &
Co” is named beneath a cartouche bearing an
image of a post horn. The only candidate for “IL
& Co.” that we have identified is the Edinburgh
firm of papermakers John Lindsay & Co,
operators of the Woodend mill near
Huntingtower north-west of Perth.
£350

£1250
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EIGHTEENTH CENTURY EDINBURGH - WEST BOW SKETCHED FROM THE COWGATE

83. [SUNDERLAND, Thomas.] [View looking up the West B[ow]. from the Cowgate.]
[Edinburgh, c.1790.] Drawing, pen & wash on grey wove paper (17.8 x 27.4cm) window-mounted in modern
conservation card, blank verso with eighteenth century pencil inscription: “View looking up the West B[ow]. from the
Cowgate”, very good.

A view of Edinburgh street life in the late eighteenth century, this pen and wash drawing depicting the
“View looking up the West B[ow]. from the Cowgate” can be dated to c.1790. It was drawn by Thomas
Sunderland (1744-1823), an amateur artist in watercolour, son of a wealthy Cumbrian ironmaster. This
drawing is representative of his style - he worked in pen and ink with grey and blue washes, producing
many drawings for his own amusement and as gifts. He is thought to have been a pupil of John Robert
Cozens (1752-1797). Sunderland moved to Ulverston c.1770 and is known for his views of the Lake
District. In addition to recording the architecture of this prominent central Edinburgh streetscape at
the end of the eighteenth century, the drawing is of interest for the figures shown going about their
business, in particular the depictions of women carrying baskets on their heads, a practive common in
the early modern period that became obsolete during the nineteenth century. Provenance: with Wessex
House, Odiham, c.1980.
£750

Rare Books

EMBOSSED TYPE FOR THE BLIND PIONEERED IN GLASGOW

84. ALSTON, John. The Glasgow cathedral. The cathedral or high church is perhaps the
most splendid edifice, & entire specimen of our ancient architecture that is to be found
in Scotland ...
[Glasgow.] Printed in the Asylum at the Institution Press. By John Alston, honorary treasurer. [Manuscript ink note
in margin:“At Glasgow, September, 1840”] Broadside, printed in embossed type. Large 4to (22.5 x 26.5cm) embossed
representation of Glasgow cathedral at head of sheet, some light marginal staining, very good.

This rare broadside example of embossed printing for the blind was produced at the Institution Press
at the Glasgow Asylum for the Blind by John Alston (1778-1846). At the head of the sheet is an
embossed design of Glasgow cathedral with related descriptive text in embossed type beneath. A
pioneering method of printing for the blind, Alston’s system of embossed capital letters was one of
several developed in the early nineteenth century, with others including that of Edmund Fry (17571835) and William Moon (1818-1894). Alston’s greatest achievement is considered to be the printing
of the first Bible in raised type (Glasgow, 1839-40).
OCLC locates 2 copies only (Yale University; National Library of Scotland).

£450
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EAST INDIA COMPANY LOGBOOK FOR VOYAGE TO BENGAL, PENANG & CHINA

85. [STEWARD, Charles.] [Journal of the East India Company ship Duchess of Athol on
her maiden voyage from England to China and back.]
[26 November 1822 – 22 May 1823.] Autograph manuscript, ink on paper, penned in pre-printed logbook by
“Harper, Pearce, and Co. Stationers, 51, Gracechurch Street, London.” Folio (24 x 37cm) approx [182] completed
pages, with a few additional blanks at the end, heraldic bookplate of Charles Steward (c.1830), very good in contemporary reverse calf, a few negligible stains, light wear to extremities.

A good example of an early nineteenth century logbook for an East India Company voyage, this journal
records the maiden sailing of the ship Duchess of Atholl (1821), commander E. M. Daniell, from
England to Canton via the New Anchorage, Saugor, Bengal and Penang. Penned by Second Officer
Charles Steward (d.1844), the journal entries runs from 26 November 1822 to 22 May 1823. The
contents include a crew list and passenger lists from England to Bengal and from Bengal to Penang and
China. In addition to the usual weather reports and navigational records, Steward recorded a dangerous
fire aboard ship on 20 April 1822. Details of activities at port in India and China are also of interest,
with records of cargo movements, “Chinese caulkers” working on the vessel, and men being sent from
the ship to guard the East India Company’s factory at Canton. Charles Steward met his end in 1844,
slain by pirates off the coast of Borneo.
£1250

Rare Books

EGYPT INFILTRATED BY ENGLISH SPIES - PRINTED AT NAPOLEONIC PRESS IN CAIRO

86. [EGYPT.] ... Au quartier-général du Kaire, le 22 vendémiaire an 9 de la République
Française, une et indivisible. Ordre du jour ...
[Au Kaire, de L’Imprimerie Nationale.] [1800.] First edition. Small folio (21 x 31cm) [2]pp., drop-head title,
woodcut French device of “Republique Francaise” at head of first page, edges uncut, unbound as issued, very good, housed
in modern custom-made dark green leatherette slip-case, spine with red label titled in gilt.
A rare example of the output of Napoleon’s state printing press in Egypt, this proclamation was printed
in Cairo at the French Imprimerie Nationale. Issued under the authority of Jacques-François de Menou
(1750-1810) in his capacity as General en Chef, the text here warns of the infiltrations made by English spies
in Egypt, noting that considerable sums of money have been expended by the English in the distribution
of anti-French propaganda, including accusations of starting fires at ports and assassinations of leading
magistrates. Other matters here include a notice concerning the lack of care being taken in burials, noting
Islamic customs concerning the treatment of the dead and the requirement to follow official guidelines:
“ ... nous qui vivons au milieu d’un peuple qui a pour les morts le respect le plus religieux ...” No copy
traced in OCLC.
£750
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TURKISH LETTERS OF LADY MARY WORTLEY MONTAGU

87. MONTAGU, Mary Wortley. Letters of the Right Honourable Lady M—-y W—-y M—
—e; written, during her travels in Europe, Asia and Africa, to persons of distinction,
men of letters, &c. in different parts of Europe. Which contain, among other curious
relations, accounts of the policy and manners of the Turks; Drawn from Sources that
have been inaccessible to other travellers. The three volumes compleat in one.
London, printed for S. Payne, A. Cook, and H. Hill. 1767. 8vo (10.5 x 17.5cm) viii, 280pp., with engraved
frontispiece, engraved heraldic bookpile bookplate c.1800: “Arthur Henry”, a very good copy in contemporary calf,
spine with original gilt-titled red leather label, light wear to extremities.

A very good copy of this scarce single-volume edition of the Levantine letters of that paragon of female
travellers Lady Mary Wortley Montagu (1689-1762). Noteworthy in this edition is the engraved
frontispiece depicting Lady Mary, “in the Turkish dress”, with poetic caption beneath advising: “Let men
who glory in their better sense, Read, hear, and learn humility from hence; No more let them superior
wisdom boast, They can but equal M-nt-g-e at most.” This striking frontispiece does not seem to have
been included in the first edition published by Becket and De Hondt (London, 1763).

ESTC locates 7 locations only (bL; bD (2); bO; nNNC; nICN; nIU; nMH).

£450

Rare Books

SOUTH PACIFIC POETRY: “A TALE OF THE TONGA ISLES”

88. [PHILLIPS, Charles.] The ocean cavern: a tale of the Tonga Isles. In three cantos.
London, printed for William Hone. 1819. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 21.5cm) [iii]-vi, [2], 66pp, [without halftitle?][BOUND WITH] FOWLER,William.The spirit of the isle, and other poems ... Edinburgh, printed by Michael
Anderson. 1817. viii, 127, [1]pp., small modern book label “J. O. Edwards”, very good in contemporary calf-backed
marbled boards, spine gilt, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this poem inspired by An account of the natives of the Tonga Islands in the South Pacific
Ocean ... (London, 1817). Edited by John Martin (1789-1869) it was based on the experiences of
privateer William Mariner (1791-1853), teenage ship’s clerk of the English privateer Port au Prince,
while marooned between 1806 and 1810 after the majority of his fellow crew members were clubbed
to death by Tongan islanders. Attributed to the Irish barrister and poet Charles Phillips (d.1859) this
Pacific poetic narrative includes endnotes elucidating various details concerning exotic fruits, South
Pacific customs, and the construction of the dwellings of islanders.

OCLC locates 2 copies only (University of Sydney; British Library). There are also copies at the
National Library of Australia & Alexander Turnbull Library. We have not been able to trace a copy ever
having appeared at auction.
£950
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SWEDISH CABINET OF CURIOSITIES

89. GRILL, Adolf Ulric. Tal, om naturalie samlingen på Söderfors. Hållet for Kongl.
Vetenskaps Academien vid præsidii nedläggande den 13 Maji 1795 ...
Stockholm, Joh. Pehr Lindh. 1796. First edition. 8vo (14 x 22cm) [2], 36pp., title-page with engraved vignette, some
very light foxing, old beige paper backing strip along spine, unbound as issued.

This scarce booklet records the text of a lecture concerning the establishment and contents of the
Swedish cabinet of curiosities collected by Adolf Ulric Grill (1752-1797). The owner of the ironworks
at Söderfors in Sweden, Grill was an assiduous collector of natural history specimens from both his
native Sweden and further afield, his mercantile connections facilitating the procuring of many rare
specimens, including items from as far afield as Greenland and China. In 1788 Grill travelled to
England, where he traded a stuffed moose for a collection of sixty rare birds. His museum at Söderfors,
housing mammals, birds, fishes, fossils, shells, corals and plants, was by the end of the eighteenth
century the foremost private natural history collection then assembled in the Nordic countries. In 1795
Grill was elected chairman of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences.
Not in: Grinke, P., From wunderkammer to museum, Quaritch, 2012. OCLC lists 6 copies only
(British Library; Harvard (Ernst Mayr Library); Universitatsbibliothek Griefswald; National Library of
Sweden; Smithsonian Institution; Royal Danish Library).
£850

Rare Books

JEFFERSON’S MANUAL - FIRST GERMAN TRANSLATION

90. JEFFERSON, Thomas. Handbuch des Parlamentarrechts oder Darstellung der
Verhandlungsweise und des Geschäftsganges beim englischen Parlament und beim
Congress der vereinigten Staaten von Nordamerika ... Uebersetzt und mit
Anmerkungen begleitet von Leopold von Henning.
Berlin, bei Ferdinand Dümmler. 1819. First edition in German. 8vo (11 x 17.5cm) [11], iv-319, [5]pp., (complete,
this copy with the index bound at the end), very good in early nineteenth century German textured cloth-covered
boards, spine titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.
First edition, rare, of the first German translation of A manual of parliamentary practice for the use of the
Senate of the United States (Washington, 1801) by Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826), the first American
book on parliamentary procedure. Jefferson’s Manual became one of the foundation texts for the
operation of the Senate. This German edition, printed in Berlin in 1819, was translated by the German
political philosopher Leopold von Henning (1791-1866), from 1835 professor of philosophy at the
University of Berlin. Henning’s first publication, it includes his lengthy introduction and commentary
in the footnotes. It can be considered a significant European text in the study and dissemination of the
American model of governance and jurisprudence.

Sabin 35887. OCLC lists 7 copies only (Universitätsbibliothek Bielefeld; Universitätsbibliothek
Düsseldorf; Missouri History Museum; University of Virginia; Bibliothèque nationale Strasbourg;
Biblioteca Civica Rovereto; Library of Congress).
£2500
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EIGHTEENTH CENTURY INDIAN GOLD FOB SEAL FOR A BRITISH OWNER

91. [EAST INDIA COMPANY.] [An Indian gold fob seal made for a British owner named
Robert James.]
[Northern India, possibly Punjab.] Fob seal, gold (height 3.6cm, rectangular seal face approx. 2.5 x 2.1cm, weight
15g) the central part of the seal engraved with two lines of nasta’liq script bearing the name Robert S James and
the dated 1785 in the Gregorian, framed by an epigraphic border in Gurmukhi script, foliate two-sided fob design,
with decorative internal finial, and integral suspension loop, fine condition.

This gold fob seal was manufactured in India and displays fine craftsmanship – it resembles an English
fob seal but the foliate design displays more delicacy, and an aesthetic flair that might be described as
eighteenth century Indian rococo. The seal bears two lines of nasta’liq script transliterating the name
Robert S James and the Gregorian date of 1785. Surrounding that is a border in Gurmurkhi script,
which suggests Northern India. Whether the British owner of the seal was in India himself, or whether
it was made as a gift and taken
back to England, is difficult to
ascertain. One possible
candidate for the ownership
of a high-status object of this
kind is the long-serving and
wealthy East India Company
secretary Robert James
(1700-94). There is also the
possibility that the name has
been reversed, and in fact it
was made for a James
Roberts, for example a
lieutenant James M’Roberts
is listed in the Bengal calendar
for 1787-8. A rare example of
fine quality Anglo-Indian
goldsmiths’ work of the
eighteenth century.
reversed
£2500

Rare Books

reversed
AMERICAN POLITICS & FOB SEAL
BY FAMOUS BRITISH FEMALE SILVERSMITH

92. [BATEMAN, Hester.] [George III silver fob seal, with mottos “Justice” and
“Customs”, incorporating initials “J” and “C”.]
[London, Hester Bateman. c.1770.] Fob seal, silver, oval face (height 2.4cm, length 2.3cm, width
2cm, weight 10.8g.) with sterling silver “lion” hallmark & “H B” hallmark, suspension loop incorporated in handle, very good condition.

This fine silver fob seal from the era of King George III (1738-1820) can be dated to
c.1770 from the hallmark of Hester Bateman (1708-1794), the most celebrated British
female silversmith of the eighteenth century. Bateman developed her London silverware
business after the death of her gold chain maker husband John Bateman (1704-1760),
registering her first mark in 1761. The context of this seal, with mottos “Justice” and
“Customs”, incorporating initials “J” and “C”, when viewed within the politics of the 1760s
and 1770s, must lie within the relationship between Britain and North America. Matters
of customs and justice were the flashpoints of arguments over the government and
taxation of the American Colonies. It seems likely that the owner of the seal would have
been expressing his support for the British government’s Townshend Duties. Introduced
from 1767, after the failure of the Stamp Act, by Charles Townshend (1725-1767), they
consisted of customs duties on glass, lead, paper and tea imported to North American
from Britain. The revenue was intended to generate funding to pay the salaries of
governors and judges in North America, cementing their loyalty to the crown, and settle
the contested matter of Britain’s right to tax the American colonies. However, the
Townshend Acts further fanned the flames of discontent that led to the American War of
Independence in 1775.
£1250
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MASSACHUSETTS MAN’S LETTER WALLET MANUFACTURED IN LIVERPOOL

93. [WALLET.] [Red morocco
letter wallet stamped in gilt
“Nathan Fales, Wrentham.
1805”.]
[Liverpool, E. Abbot, c.1805.] Wallet
form “pocket book” (dimensions when
closed approx. 11.5 x 16.5cm) exterior
in red morocco, with wrap-around flap
fastening, stamped in gilt “Nathan Fales,
Wrentham. 1805,” the interior in light
brown blind-stamped goatskin, green
concertina trim to two internal subdivided pockets, one secured with green
vellum flap, interior with printed maker’s
label of E. Abbot of Liverpool, light wear
to extremities, contemporary brass pen nib
in internal pocket, very good.

This red morocco letter wallet
evokes transatlantic connections at
the start of the nineteenth century.
American ownership is indicated by
the
gilt-stamped
inscription:
“Nathan Fales, Wrentham. 1805”.
Nathan Fales (c.1766-1848) of
Norfolk county, Massachusetts, was
born at Walpole and died at the age
of 82 at Wrentham. The interior of
the wallet bears a printed label
indicating British manufacture by “E.
Abbot, pocket-book maker, no. 10,
John-Street, Liverpool.” Wallets and
pocket books of this sort were used
for storing letters, often housing a
loose almanac or notebook. One of
the internal concertina pockets here
retains a contemporary brass quill
pen nib.
£850

ENGLISH LIBERTY & AMERICAN OUTBREAK OF YELLOW FEVER

Rare Books

94. [ENGLISH CONSTITUTION.] God save – our
rights! A new song, to an old tune, deigned to
unite royalty with loyalty.
[London?, 1798?] Folio (20 x 32cm) [2]pp. on bifolium,
unbound as issued, paper watermarked “1798”, old folds, very
good.
Evoking the debates concerning English liberty and
political radicalism in the 1790s, this printed song,
apparently unrecorded, begins “God save – thy rights, o
man! Long live all those who plan Their just defence!”.
The author, “a lover of peace and harmony”, includes a
commentary charting a middle way for England between
the positions of John Reeves (1752-1829), of the
Association for preserving liberty and property against
republicans and levellers, and John Cartwright (17401824) of the Society for constitutional information. A
date of 1798 is suggested by the watermark, supported by
the extended discussion of the outbreak ofYellow Fever in
America on p.[2], mentioned in comparison to the
outbreak of political contagion from English “rotten
boroughs”. Not traced in ESTC – we have not been able
to locate another copy.
£750

“TROUBLES IN AMERICA REQUIRING A GREAT LEVY OF SOLDIERS ...”

95. NASSAU VAN ZUYLESTEIN, William Henry van,
Fourth Earl of Rochford. [Autograph letter signed,
concerning the enlistment of soldiers required for
the American War of Independence.]
St. James’s 6 Sept. 1775. Autograph letter signed. 4to (19 x 23.5cm)
[1 1/2 ]pages, on bifolium, unaddressed, but with small contemporary ink docket note to verso of second leaf recording receipt : “Lord
Rochfords ...”, patch of foxing to first leaf (not affecting text), second
lead with section of blank paper imperceptibly repaired to style, old
folds.

A rare example of an autograph letter penned by the Fourth
Earl or Rochford, William Henry van Nassau van Zuylestein
(1717-1781) concerning British preparations for conflict in
the American War of Independence. Dated 6 September
1775, Rochford writes as Secretary of state for the south
concerning the enlistment of soldiers: “The present situation
in America requiring a great levy of soldiers, it has been
strongly recommended to me by his majesty as well as other
colonels of regiments to see what can be procured from the militia. You know that any of the militia
enlisting, the colonel has a right to reclaim them, but it is in his power, to admit a substitute being put in
their place, which I as colonel consent to, I would therefore have you assemble the serjeants, & send them
to their respective companies, to try how many men they can enlist, & let them make a return to you as
soon as possible of the success they met with ... This service is so essentially necessary & will do our
battalion so much honor by beginning it, as it will be followed over all England ... ” Rochford, hugely
experienced in foreign policy and matters of diplomacy, favoured a negotiated settlement with the
American colonies, however his failing health led him to retire in October 1775.
£450
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NINETEENTH CENTURY BOSTON EPHEMERA - MEDICINE & QUACKERY

96. [REED, BATES & AUSTIN.] Oxygenated bitters, a cure for dyspepsia, asthma, and general
debility ...
[Boston, 1853?] 8vo. 15pp., original printed wrappers. [TOGETHER WITH]
[EDWARD YOUNGMAN & CO.] Selters Water. The undersigned beg to call the attention of
their friends and the public to the above, as a natural soda water ...
[Boston, c.1850.] Handbill.12mo. [TOGETHER WITH]
[S.W. SHAW & CO.] Mount Eagle Tripoli, manufactured by the Mount Eagle Manufacturing
Company, from the natural product, well known to jewellers, silversmiths, and burnishers ...
[Boston, March 1847?] Handbill on yellow paper. 12mo. [TOGETHER WITH]
[S. SEVERY.] Severy’s wound-stone wash for sale wholesale and retail, by J. Russell Spalding,
23, Tremont Row, Boston ...
[Boston, January 1853?] Handbill. 8vo. [TOGETHER WITH]
[TIBBITS.] Tibbits’s pain killer or embrocation, for cuts, wounds, burns ...
[Boston, c.1850.] Handbill. Oblong 8vo. Incomplete? [TOGETHER WITH]
[MRS E. KIDDER & CO.] Dr. S. P. Townsend’s compound extract of sarsaparilla the great
blood renovator! ...
[Boston, c.1847.] Broadside. Folio. [2]pp. [TOGETHER WITH
[MASON & CO.] Dr. Mason & Co’s Family medical advertiser. Vol. 1. June. No 1.
[Boston, 1848.] Bifolium. 4to. [4]pp. [TOGETHER WITH]
[MRS. E. KIDDER.] Christie’s Bulletin. A plain statement of facts, regarding the genuine
galvanic rings and magnetic fluid ...
[Boston, c.1846.] Bifolium. 4to. [4]pp. [TOGETHER WITH]
[J.F. HOLMAN.] Nature’s grand restorative. This valuable vegetable medicine stands
unrivalled for the following complaints ...
[Boston, c.1846.] Broadside. Folio. [TOGETHER WITH]
CARTER, COLCORD & PRESTON. Cholera preventive ... Le Doyen’s Patent Disinfecting Fluid
...
[Boston, c.1840.] Bifolium. 8vo. [4]pp. [TOGETHER WITH]
[L.L. CHAPMAN.] The Monthly Rainbow; or, Chapman’s precalculations for elementary
changes ... Vol. 8. No. 7. Whole No. 71. ...
[Boston, c.1856.] Bifolium. 8vo. [4]pp. [TOGETHER WITH]
[SETH. W. FOWLE.] Gietta’s Rose Pomade, a superior article for the hair ...
[Boston, c.1847.] Handbill. 8vo. [TOGETHER WITH]
[WILLIAM BOGLE.] Bogle’s Hyperion Fluid, or vegetable composition, for promoting the
growth ... hair ...
[Boston, c.1847.] Bifolium. 8vo [4]pp. [TOGETHER WITH]
[DAVID F. BRADLEE.] Buchan’s Hungarian Balsam of life.
[Boston, 1847.] 8vo. 8pp. including printed wrapper. [TOGETHER WITH]
[T. LARKIN TURNER.] Gould’s celebrated compound cough syrup!
[Boston, c.1848.] Bifolium. 8vo. [4]pp. [TOGETHER WITH]
[C. F. BRAY & CO.] Notice ... Blair’s Gout and Rheumatic Pills ...
[Boston, c.1846.] Bifolium. 8vo. 4pp. [TOGETHER WITH]
[J. RUSSELL SPALDING.] Dodd’s Visitor and nervine journal.
[Boston, c.1850.] Folio. 4pp. [TOGETHER WITH]
[MRS E. KIDDER.] Mrs. E. Kidder’s Cholera, dysentery and diarrhœa cordial, prepared and
sold by herself ...
[Boston, c. 1849.] Folio. 4pp. [TOGETHER WITH]
[D.L. WARE.] Ware’s Lotion, or pain extractor ...
[Boston, c.1850.] Broadside. Folio. [2]pp. Together 19 items of ephemera, some with toning, dustmarking, old folds & a
few small marginal tears or marginal fraying, many with contemporary pencil date notation, overall in a very good state
of preservation.

A collection of ephemera relating to the sale of medical cures in Boston, Massachusetts, in the midnineteenth century, dating to the 1840s and 1850s. All manner of remedies, including electrical, are
proposed for a variety of different diseases and ailments, including cholera, coughs, hair products, asthma,
gout and rheumatism. A surprising thematic group of rare survivals, these items seem to have been collected
contemporaneously in Boston as many have dates noted in pencil.
£2750
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SWEDISH LUTHERAN MINISTER IN PENNSYLVANIA

97. [CELSIUS, Olof.] Clariss. D. Nicolao Collin, in Americam eunti. Anno 1769.
Stockholmiæ, Litteris Carlbohmianis. 1769. First edition. 4to (16.5 x 16.5cm) [4]pp. on bifolium, unbound with
two edges uncut, corner of title-page with pencil inscription (“dupl”) & early ink number “83”, imperceptible repair
along spine fold, very good.
This appears to be the second recorded
copy of this ephemeral Latin poem by
Olof Celsius the younger (1716-1794),
bishop of Lund, composed to mark the
departure of the Swedish Lutheran
priest Nils Collin (1745-1831) for
America. Known in America as
Nicholas, Collin ministered to several
congregations in New Jersey and
Pennsylvania, in 1786 moving to
Philadelphia. From 1784 to 1791 he
served on the board of trustees of the
University of Pennsylvania, in 1789
being admitted to the American
Philosophical Society.

Provenance: Ericsberg Library. We
have traced 1 other copy only (Swedish
National Library).
£650
AFRICAN & AMERICAN MISSIONS IN MORAVIAN HISTORY

98. FROHBERGER, Christian
Gottlieb. Briefe über Herrnhut
und
die
evangelische
Brüdergemeine; nebst einem
Anhange.
Budissin [i.e. Bautzen], George Gotthold
Monse. [1797.] First edition. 8vo (12 x
19cm) [24], 430, [136]pp., a fine, uncut
copy in contemporary plain blue paper
wrapper, light wear to extremities.

First edition, a fine copy, uncut in
contemporary blue paper wrapper, of
this historical survey of the Moravian
Protestant church, the lengthy
appendix containing details of the
brethren’s
extensive
missionary
activity in Europe, North America,
(including missions to American
Indians), Russia, Africa, South America
and the East Indies. The author,
Moravian
theologian
Christian
Gottlieb Frohberger (1742-1827) was
pastor at Rennersdorf in Saxony.
£450

DUTCH GRAMMAR FOR MERCHANTS IN THE EAST & WEST INDIES

Rare Books

99. JANSON, Baldwin. A
grammar of the Dutch
language; dedicated, by
permission,
to
her
highness the Duchess of
York ...
London, printed for T. Vernor ... T.
Boosey ... and the author, ClarenceRow, Camberwell. 1792. First
edition. 8vo (13.5 x 22cm) [2],
231, [1]pp., with additional
folding table (after p.56), modern
bookplate: “Eric Gerard Stanley ...
University of Oxford”, a very good
copy in contemporary straight grain
red morocco, marbled endpapers, flat
spine with gilt-ruled compartments,
title direct-lettered in gilt, all edges
gilt, light wear to extremities.
First edition, rare, a superior
copy in contemporary straightgrain red morocco, of this
Dutch grammar intended for
English merchants. The author,
Baldwin Janson, “professor of
the Dutch and French
languages”, explains in his
preface:

“A century has nearly elapsed
since the last editions of Dutch
and English grammars were
published in this country, by
Sewel, Morris, &c. Those
editions (besides their idioms,
and spelling being now
obsolete) are scarcely to be
procured. A knowledge of the
Dutch language is an object of
the greatest importance to Englishmen. The intercourse, political and commercial which subsists
between both nations; the prevalence it has in many parts of the East and West Indies; the ability it
affords in rendering oneself intelligible, not only in the United Provinces, Flanders, Brabant, and
Germany, but even in most of the northern kingdoms of Europe, are motives worthy the attention of
the statesman, the merchant, and the traveller.”

In addition to the grammar, Janson has included dialogues, fables and a short vocabulary. This copy was
probably owned by one of the subscribers listed at the end of the volume. The title-page here appears
to be in an unrecorded, uncancelled first state. It differs from the text of the title-page listed in ESTC.
Presumably the title-page was changed to advertise Janson’s new and prestigious employment as
“Professor of languages to their serene highnesses the Prince and Princess of Orange, and the Duchess
of York”, which is not noted on the title-page present here.
ESTC locates 7 copies only (bL; bCpe; bLuk; bO; bMRu; eAMu; nC-S). Alston XIII 80 (not noting this
uncancelled first state title-page).
£1250
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Rare Books

SLAVERY IN BRAZIL DURING DARWIN’S VISIT

100. [SLAVERY.] ... a specimen of the cart in Rio de Janeiro in 1832.
[Rio de Janeiro, April/May? 1832.] Watercolour over pencil, on wove paper (sheet 24.5 x 15.7cm)
contemporary pencil inscription at foot: “This picture is a specimen of the cart in Rio de Janeiro in
1832”, imperceptible repairs to tips of two upper corners, very good.

Depicting enslaved Africans labouring in Brazil, the text written at the foot of this watercolour advises that “This picture is a specimen of the cart in Rio de Janeiro in 1832.”
Brazilian agriculture, in particular coffee and sugar production, cattle farming and mining
were dependant on slave labour during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The year
in which this drawing was produced, 1832, saw Charles Darwin (1809-1882) make a stay
on the periphery of Rio de Janeiro during the course of the second voyage of HMS Beagle.
On the outward journey he shared a cabin with the topographical draughtsman Augustus
Earle (1793-1838), appointed artist supernumerary with victuals by captain Robert
FitzRoy (1805-1865). It appears that this watercolour is in Earle’s hand, presumably made
around the time he was staying in a cottage at Botafogo Bay with Darwin in April and May
1832. Darwin is recorded as abhorring the slavery that he observed at Rio:

“While staying at this estate, I was very nearly being an eyewitness to one of those atrocious
acts, which can only take place in a slave country. Owing to a quarrel and a lawsuit, the
owner was on the point of taking all the women and children from the men, and selling
them separately at the public auction at Rio. Interest, and not any feeling of compassion,
prevented this act. Indeed, I do not believe the inhumanity of separating thirty families,
who had lived together for many years, even occurred to the person ... It may be said there
exits there no limit to the blindness of interest and selfish habit ...” (Charles Darwin,
Narrative of the surveying voyages of his majesty’s ships Adventure and Beagle ... Vol. III,
London, 1839, pp.27-28).

The watercolour handling of clothing and figures is so similar to that in the depiction of a
capoeira match drawn on his first visit (1820-24) to Rio de Janeiro that the identification
of this as a lost watercolour sketch by Augustus Earle can be made with confidence (See:
National Library of Australia PIC Solander Box A38 #T141 NK12/103). The drawing
shows signs on the verso of having been pasted in an album – perhaps gifted by Earle to one
of his travelling companions. In any case this must be considered a significant survival given
that the drawings that Earle produced on this voyage during his employment by Robert
Fitzroy on HMS Beagle remain lost.
£7500
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SLAVERY ATTACKED IN POEMS INSPIRED BY MADAGASCAR

101. PARNY, Évariste-Désiré de Forges. Chansons madécasses, traduites en François,
suivies de Poésies fugitives ...
A Londres [i.e. Paris], Et se vend a Paris, chez Hardouin et Gattey. 1787. First edition. 18mo (9 x 14cm) 83, [1]pp.,
printed on thick paper, uncut in contemporary blue paper wrapper as issued, title with eighteenth century inscription
“Chansons Madecasses, light wear to extremities.
First edition, a superior copy printed on thick paper, uncut in contemporary paper wrappers, of this
seminal work by the French poet Évariste de Parny (1753-1814). These Songs of Madagascar germinated
as a result of Parny’s youthful experience visiting family on Île Bourbon, now Réunion, the French
island colony in the Indian Ocean. He also spent some time in India as a soldier in Pondicherry.
Considered the first prose poems produced in French, Parny’s Chansons madécasses, occupying the first
part of this volume, offer a critique of French colonialism and also are notable for their abolitionist
sentiment, with three of the twelve songs attacking slavery. Presented as translated from Malagasy,
somewhat in the manner of a Franco-Indian Ossian, Parny’s Chansons blended exoticism and eroticism
with an abolitionist sensibility, later finding success in the 1920s when set to music by Maurice Revel
(1875-1937). Quérard VI, 606. Cioranescu, XVIII, 49090. Hogg, The African slave trade and its
suppression 4256. See: Parny as an Opponent of Slavery, Edward D. Seeber, in: Modern Language
Notes Vol. 49, No. 6 (June, 1934), pp. 360-366.
£1250

Rare Books

WEST INDIAN PLANTER’S HOUSEHOLD DRAMATISED

102. TOWNLEY, James. High life below stairs. A farce by James Townley. With a variety of
German notes explanatory of the idioms and proverbial expressions, as well as the
manners and customs alluded to by John Christian Hüttner ... High life below stairs, das
ist: die vornehmthuenden Bedienten ...
Tubingen, printed for John George Cotta. 1802. 8vo (14 x 22cm) 56; xvi, 111, [1]pp., with additional doublesided folding plate of musical notation, in two sections, the first with English title-page, the second with title-page
in German (High life below stairs, das ist: die vornehmthuenden Bedienten ... Tübingen, J.G. Cotta’schen
Buchhandlung. 1802), very good in contemporary painted paper boards, light wear to extremities.

Printed in Germany at Tübingen, this rare edition of High life below stairs, the popular Georgian comedy
by James Townley (1714-1778), consists of two parts. The English text of the play precedes an extensive
section of notes in German “explanatory of the idioms and proverbial expressions, as well as the
manners and customs alluded to.” These were prepared by the translator Johann Christian Hüttner
(1766-1847), resident in London from the early 1790s. The play dramatised life in the London
household of a wealthy Englishman with plantation estates in Jamaica, “a young West-Indian of fortune”
named Lovel, the cast including two servants of Afro-Caribbean background named Kingston and Cloe.

OCLC locates 4 copies (Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek; Staats-und Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg;
Staatsbibliothek Bamberg; Stanford University Library).
£550
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AFRO-CARIBBEAN SERVANT DANCING ON THE GEORGIAN STAGE

103. [BOWLES, Carrington.] High life below stairs.
[London, Carrington Bowles?, c.1770.] Mezzotint on paper (sheet 40.3 x 28.6cm) presumably trimmed at
foot with loss of imprint, sometime laid down for preservation, some light wear at edges, very good.

This rare mezzotint depicts a scene from a performance of High life below stairs (1759), the popular
Georgian comedy by James Townley (1714-1778). The play dramatised life in the London
household of a wealthy Englishman with plantation estates in Jamaica, “a young West-Indian of
fortune” named Lovel, the cast including two servants of Afro-Caribbean background named
Kingston and Cloe. The image here shows a dancing scene from the play, a vignette in the servant’s
quarters, with Kingston dancing with the cook, a peg-legged fiddler providing the music. This
mezzotint was published c.1770, probably by Carrington Bowles (1724-1793). We have not been
able to trace another example, however the British Museum holds a smaller version from the
Lennox-Boyd collection published by Bowles dated 17 July 1770 (BM 2010,7081.344).
£1250

Rare Books

JAMAICAN SERVANT DEPICTED ON THE GEORGIAN STAGE

104. [BRETHERTON, James.] High life below stairs. As it was represented at Cashiobury
the seat of The Earl of Essex ...
[London.] Mr. Orde del. J.s Bretherton f[ecit]. Publish’d 23d. Feby. 1774. Print, engraved on laid watermarked paper
(platemark 29.5 x 26.5cm; sheet 34 x 33cm) a few negligible tears at extremity of blank margins outside platemark,
very good.

Depicting a scene from a performance of High life below stairs (1759), the popular Georgian comedy by
James Townley (1714-1778), this engraving was produced in 1774 by the London printmaker James
Bretherton from a drawing by Thomas Orde Powlett (1746-1807) sketched at a private performance
at Cassiobury Park. The play dramatised life in the London household of a wealthy Englishman with
plantation estates in Jamaica, “a young West-Indian of fortune” named Lovel, the cast including two
servants of Afro-Caribbean background named Kingston and Cloe. The image here shows the servant’s
quarters, with Kingston and a white coachman, both drunk on their master’s wine, seated either side
of the cook. The three are in conversation, each refusing to reply to the master of the household, Lovel,
knocking on the door. See “curator’s comments” to BM 1948,0214.510.
£750
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Rare Books

ABOLITION OF SLAVERY & IRISH THEATRICALS IN VERSE MISCELLANY

105. MANDEVILLE, Edward M. Miscellaneous poems ...
Waterford, printed by John Veacock, bookseller, on the Quay. 1798. First edition. 8vo (14 x 20.5cm) xix,
[1], 196pp., with large margins in contemporary blue paper-covered boards as issued, spine with original
printed paper label, some imperceptible strengthening to paper at spine & joints, boards with wear to
extremities but sound, a very good copy.

First edition, rare, of this verse miscellany by Irish poet Edward Morgan Mandeville (17561801). Printed at Waterford in the south of Ireland it is noteworthy in particular for the
inclusion of a poem with several pages of abolitionist content titled “The philanthropic family,
or, modern toleration”: “This day was mov’d by Wilberforce ... a bill to stop that intercourse
... Twixt Afric’s native sons, and those ... Who every law of God oppose ...” The theme of
abstention from sugar being highlighted: “ Then I do pray no sugar take ye ... Twill save the
poor blacks in Jamaica ... I therefore vow that from this day ... I’ll ne’er use sugar with my
tea ... All tarts, all sweet-meats and plum-cake ... I’ll here resign for mercy’s sake ... ” Due to
the rarity of the book this lenghty poem appears to have been overlooked in anthologies of
abolitionist verse.

Other themes include Irish theatricals, with titles of poems including: “Prologue, spoken by a
puppet-show man, at Bunmahon, a country bathing place” ... “On seeing Miss Campion in the
character of Juliet” ... “Epilogue, spoken by Mr. Montague, in the character of Belcour, for the
benefit of Mr. Owenson, who played Major O’Flaherty, Theatre-Royal, Waterford”. “The
hurling” offers verses on that native Gaelic sport, while the lengthy subscribers list opens a
window on Irish literary society in Waterford and beyond. The author, Edward Morgan
Mandeville, served as a magistrate and was a resident of Raheen. The second edition of his
poem Anarchic reform; or freedom in France (Waterford, 1794) is printed in this book, incorporating “corrections and additions” (ESTC records a single copy of the separately-published first
edition: St. Patrick’s College Library). Mandeville is recorded also as a contributor to Walker’s
Hibernian Magazine.

ESTC locates 4 copies only (British Library; National Library of Ireland; Royal Irish Academy;
University of Chicago).
£2750
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SUGAR PLANTATIONS ON JAMAICA OWNED BY IRISH ADVENTURER

106. [JAMAICA.] Conveyance (lease and release) for £6000, a release of mortgage and
annuities: Theobald Taaffe of Cavendish Square, Marylebone, esquire, to Joseph
Gascoigne of Barking in Essex, esquire and Henry Davidson of St James Westminster,
esquire, in trust for George Chandler of Bruton Street, St George Hanover Square,
esquire; the Hon. Edward Mathew colonel in the second regiment of HM Foot Guards
and an equerry to the queen, and William Fitzherbert of Queen Ann Street, St George
Hanover Square, esquire to be trustees of 500-year terms created to secure annuities on
the estate, to and created by Theobald Taafe: 1. Plantation called Seven Plantations in the
parish of Clarendon, Jamaica (N: land of Samuel Long, esquire, and on land of John
Morant, esquire, formerly Captain Jacob Pickering); 2. Penn called Saint Tooleys Penn;
3. Land called Solitari in the parish of Clarendon, Jamaica; 4.Penn called St. Dorothys
Penn in the parish of St Dorothy; 5. Land, houses and warehouses at Old Harbour in the
parish of St Dorothy in all 5000 acres in Clarendon and St. Dorothy; 6. All houses,
negroes with their increase, offspring, appurtenances and incidents, outhouses, mill
houses, boiling houses, curing houses and buildings; 7. Neat, cattle, horses, mares, mules
and other livestock, coppers, stills, worms, tubs, ladles, skimmers, pots, drips and other
plantation utensils.
Lease. [London, 30 November 1769.] Manuscript, ink on single sheet of vellum (approx. 62 x 53cm) initial engraved
calligraphic heading, blue embossed paper tax stamp in margin, signed at foot & sealed in red wax by Theobald Taafe,
verso with endorsements dated 21 March 1770 including signature ofWilliam Beckford, witnesses: Henry Mountfort,
Thomas Ryder the younger, old folds, some light foxing, very good. [TOGETHER WITH] Release. [London, 1
December 1769.] Manuscript, ink on two vellum membranes (approx. 85 x 67cm) initial engraved calligraphic
heading, blue embossed paper tax stamp in margin, signed at foot & sealed in red wax by Theobald Taafe & George
Chandler, verso with endorsements dated 21 March 1770 including signature of William Beckford, witnesses: Henry
Mountfort,Thomas Ryder the younger, one small tear touching a few letters (not affecting sense of text) some foxing
& toning along old folds.

Rare Books

Theobald Taafe (c.1708-1780) of Irish Roman Catholic descent, is recorded as an extraordinary adventurer, speculator, usurer and gambler. Taafe’s initial interests in Jamaica came from his wife’s inheritance. Member of Parliament for Arundel between 1747 and 1754, he is thought to have operated a
faro bank in both London and Paris with Edward Wortley Montagu (1713-1776), the pair being taken
to court on accusations of extortion. These two documents, a lease and release, concern the financial
arrangements around Taafe’s sugar plantations at Clarendon and St. Dorothy parishes in Jamaica,
including mention of slaves, plantation buildings and sugar production equipment.

The documentation here recites: the covenant by Theobald Taaffe to convey the Jamaican estates, which
are subject to a mortgage for £8000 vested in George Chandler, to George Chandler for £6000 in
return for an annuity of £1890 to be paid in monthly instalments at the Royal Exchange for three years
and £2100 thereafter, with a covenant by George Chandler that he would thereupon release Theobald
Taaffe from the mortgage, and that Theobald Taaffe be allowed to charge the estate with annuities of up
to £200, 28 Sep. 1769; mortgage for £2200, Susannah Lowe of Twickenham, youngest daughter of
Henry Lowe of Jamaica, esquire, deceased, and Henry Moore of Covent Garden, esquire, son of
Susannah Lowe’s sister Elizabeth Moore deceased, to George Chandler’s father Sabine Chandler of
Stepney St. Dunstan, mariner, deceased, 3 Nov 1736; mortgage of a moiety of the property for £4102
2s 0d, Roger Drake, Samuel Pennant and Beeston Long of London, merchants, with Henry Moore by
his attorney William Beckford of Conduit Street, St. George Hanover Square, esquire, to Sabine
Chandler, with William Lee, knight, late chief justice of king’s bench, and his wife Margaret, Theobald
Taaffe and his wife Susannah, and John Antonie of Inner Temple, esquire, George Chandler and Daniel
Dandy of Clifford’s Inn, gentlemen, 19-20 June 1745; assignment to George Chandler of the mortgage
of 1745 by Sir William Lee, William Melmouth of Ealing in Middlesex, esquire, sole executor of his
father William Melmouth, esquire, and administrator de bonis non of Francis Melmouth of London,
merchant, unadministered by his widow Margaret Melmouth [daughter of Roger Drake], then wife of
Sir William Lee, for £2896 7s 0d, 9 August 1753; £1000 due to George Chandler on the mortgage of
1736 and £4102 2s 0d on the mortgage of 1745 and £2896 10s 0d on the assignment of 1753;
assignment by George Chandler of terms created by the mortgages to William Needham, esquire,
Duncan Davidson, merchant and Joseph Robertson, gentleman, on trust to attend the inheritance, 30
November 1769.

The versos of both documents bear the signature penned 21 March 1770 of William Beckford (17091770), lord mayor of London, himself a significant owner of plantations in Jamaica. On the verso of the
release is penned a covenant by George Chandler to deliver to Theobald Taaffe yearly for life a puncheon
of rum, the produce of the plantations, and two turtles each of at least 80 pounds in weight.
£1750
SUGAR, INDIGO & COFFEE FROM FRENCH
COLONIES

107. [SLAVERY.] Ventes en Denrées Coloniales sur la
place de Bordeaux, établies par Dupeyron, courtier
de marchandises, rue Judaïque-Saint-Seurin, n.’ 11;
et son bureau dans la Bourse ...
[Bordeaux, 1809.] Handbill. 8vo (13.5 x 21cm) [2]pp., uncut, very
good.

This handbill advertises the sale of imported French
plantation-produced commodities in Bordeaux between 20
and 23 November 1809, including sugar, indigo and coffee:
“indigo Bengale ... café Martinique ... indigo Caraque ...
sucre en pain ... sucre brut ... café Martinique ... poivre
léger ...” A rare and ephemeral survival.
£250
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JAMAICAN THEATRICALS - AMATEUR DRAMATICS IN THE CARIBBEAN

108. [JAMAICA.] Theatre Spanish-Town ... Amateur performance ... On Friday next, the
10th of April ... Foote’s comedy ... of ... The Liar ... after ... the laughable farce of Monsieur
Tonson ...
[Spanish-Town, c.1837.] Playbill. (12 x 22cm) printed on silk, woodcut Royal arms at head, old folds, very good.

Printed on silk, this playbill records amateur theatricals on Jamaica at the Theatre at Spanish-Town. The
performance can be dated to c.1837 - several cast members are listed as belonging to the 8th, (The
King’s) Regiment of Foot, stationed on Jamaica between 1836 and 1839. A rare and ephemeral survival
offering a window on early nineteenth century amateur dramatics in the Caribbean.
£850

Rare Books

ABOLITION OF SLAVERY PRAISED IN FRENCH PROVINCIAL VERSE

109. BLANC, Jean. L’abolition de la traite des noirs ... Épigraphes.
Bourges, A. Brulass. Septembre 1827. First edition. 8vo (14 x 22cm) viii, 38pp., with half-title, a very good, uncut
copy in the original grey-blue printed paper wrapper, stab-sewn as issued.

First edition, rare, of this poem supporting the abolition of slavery. Printed in the city of Bourges in
central France, the author Jean Blanc, “avocat”, begins his preface by noting “l’abolition de la traite des
Noirs est un des actes les plus remarquables et les plus philantropiques des sociétés policéss de
l’Europe.” He includes a list of his abolitionist reading, citing works by the Abbé Grégoire (1750-1831)
and Thomas Clarkson (1760-1846) among others.

OCLC locates 1 copy only (Bibliothèque Nationale de France).

£750
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WORLD ANTI-SLAVERY CONVENTION OF 1840 - MEDAL DEPICTING THOMAS CLARKSON

110. [CLARKSON, Thomas.] General Anti-Slavery Convention held in London 1840.
President Thomas Clarkson aged 81.
Davis. Birm[ingham]. [1840.] Medal, silver-plated white metal (diameter 52mm ) obverse: bust of Thomas Clarkson with
legend: “Thomas Clarkson” “B.R. Haydon des.”, reverse: a kneeling slave, legend “Am I not a man and a brother ... British
& Foreign Anti-Slavery Society ... General Anti-Slavery Convention held in London 1840. President Thomas Clarkson
Aged 81”, extremities with some loss of silvering, very fine.

A scarce example of this medal issued to commemorate the General Anti-Slavery Convention held in
London 1840. The role of the abolitionist Thomas Clarkson (1760-1846) as president is commemorated by
his depiction, “aged 81” on the reverse. The obverse displays a depiction of a kneeling, enslaved African in
manacles. This design, originating with the Wedgwood company c.1780, became well-known as a symbol
of the British, American and French abolitionist movements.
BHM 1977; Eimer 1342. No example traced in BM catalogue. National Maritime Museum, Greenwich
(Michael Graham-Stewart Slavery Collection) ZBA2820.
£850

Rare Books

ALBINO SLAVE SENT FROM JAMAICA & EXHIBITED IN LONDON

111. HALL, Thomas. Mrs. Newsham the White negress [...] To be had at the Curiosity
House City Road near Finsbury Square London 1795.
[London, 1795.] Token, copper alloy (diameter 3.15mm) near extremely fine, the surface detail remaining crisp.

This copper token was issued by the London taxidermist and museum proprietor Thomas Hall to
advertise the appearance in 1795 at his Curiosity House near Finsbury Square of Amelia Newsham
(c.1748-c.1798), a Jamaican-born albino woman of west African descent. Born into slavery she was
sent to London in 1753 by her plantation owner master Sir Simon Clarke 6th baronet (d.1770) as a
present for his son Kingsmill Clarke, who sold her to a London curiosity shop owner named Burnet.
After becoming free she married a Mr. Newsham or Lewsham with whom she had at least six children.
Dalton & Hamer 317, p.132. BM: SSB,191.109.1
£750
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ABOLITIONIST SUGAR BOWL - LADIES’ ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY?

112. [SLAVERY.] [Sucrier with transfer-printed abolitionist vignettes depicting a female
slave.]
[England, c.1830.] Creamware sucrier (diameter approx. 14.5cm, height approx. 10cm) pot form with 2 side-handles
& circular lid (diameter approx. 8cm) with transfer-printed decoration in sepia, base unmarked, in a very good state
of preservation.

A scarce example of an English creamware sugar bowl of c.1830 produced to support the cause of the
abolition of slavery. It is decorated with three different transfer-printed designs, all depictions of a female
slave. The lid is decorated with two examples of a kneeling female enslaved African in manacles, with
palm trees in the background, a female variant of the Wedgwood-originated device of the Society for
Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade. On one side of the bowl is an image of a female African slave
woman holding a baby, with huts and palm trees in the background. The other side displays a depiction
of a kneeling female African slave, freed from her manacles, clasping a copy of the “Holy Bible”, with text
below “This book tell man not
to be cruel: Oh that massa
would read this book.” The
sucrier may have been produced
in support of the Ladies’ AntiSlavery Society, founded in
Birmingham in 1825, and would
have been part of a larger tea
service. The decoration of a
sucrier
with
abolitionist
emblems seems a somewhat
peculiar choice given that sugar
was the principal crop produced
by slave labour in the West
Indies. For a plate from a very
similar tea service, see: National
Maritime Museum, Greenwich,
London (Michael GrahamStewart Slavery Collection)
ZBA2467.
£2500

Rare Books

SLAVE-TRADING SHIPWRECK IN SENEGAL & FRENCH GUIANA COMPANY

113. [HUTTEAU, François Louis.] Mémoire pour le sieur Daniel Deslandes, ci-devant
commandant la flute du roi l’Officieuse, demandeur; contre la Compagnie de la Guyane
françoise, défenderesse.
[Paris, Imprimerie de Quillau, c.1784.] First edition. 4to (19 x 25cm) 52pp., drop-head title beneath large woodcut
ornament, very good in modern marbled boards in period style, spine with red leather label titled in gilt.

This unrecorded book records legal proceedings concerning the shipwreck in 1781 off the West African
coast of Senegal of the slave-trading cargo vessel l’Officieuse, commander Daniel Deslandes, against his
employer the Compagnie de la Guyane françoise. This French slave trading company operated in Senegal
around the mercantile island hub of Gorée and Cap Vert (Cape Verde), sailing to the South American
colony of French Guiana, capital Cayenne. The ship L’Officieuse ran aground on a sand bar at the entrance
to the Senegalese port of Saint-Louis. The Compagnie were able to launch an insurance claim for the ship
and cargo and were paid out, however captain Deslandes lost the 5% profit he was due to make from his
slaving voyage, hence his seeking legal recourse as recorded here. Deslandes also appears to have
discovered some underhand dealings in the accounts of a company agent, for which he was rewarded. The
text of the detailed legal arguments offers an informative overview of the financing of a slave trading
voyage.
We have not been able to trace another copy in OCLC or elsewhere. Not in Bibliothèque Nationale de
France.
£2500
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HAITI DESCRIBED BY ENGLISH QUAKER ABOLITIONIST

114. CANDLER, John. Brief notices of Hayti: with its
condition, resources, and prospects.
London,ThomasWard & Co. 1842. First edition. 12mo (11.5 x 19cm) viii,
175, [1]pp., without front flyleaf, title-page with small marginal tear (not
touching text), nineteenth century Chatsworth bookplate & book label from
“Chatsworth The attic sale ... 2010 ...”, uncut in contemporary green
textured cloth, spine titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this overview of Haiti at the dawn of the
Victorian era. John Candler (1787-1869), by profession a Quaker
draper in Chelmsford, was devoted to philanthropic causes,
including abolition and the temperance movement. In 1839 he set
out on a tour of the Caribbean with his wife, writing reports to his
friend Thomas Clarkson (1760-1846) on the state of former slaves
who had been liberated fully in 1838. This book records Candler’s
impressions of his three month visit to Haiti in 1841 during that
tour, a travelogue interspersed with social and economic observations. Sub-headings within chapters include: “abolition of slavery
in the West Indies ... town of Cape Haytien ... plantations in the
Plaine du Nord ... journey to Gonaives ... coasting voyage to Portau-Prince ... interview with the president ... constitution of Hayti
... employments and condition of the people ... carnival at Portau-Prince ... sugar plantations ... journey by Leogane over the
mountain to Jacmel ...” Sabin 10673.
ADMINISTRATION OF SWEDISH WEST INDIAN COLONY

£450

115. [WEST INDIES.] His Majestys of Sweden ordinance and edict about fees for awards,
decrees and other writings, contracts, and attestations relating to the Office of Justice in
the Island of St. Bartholomew in the West Indies. Given at the Palace of Stockholm the 2
of May 1797.
Stockholm, Tryckt i Kongl. Tryckeriet. 1797. First edition. Folio broadsheet (42 x 54cm) printed on one side as issued,
text in 3 columns in English, French and Swedish with accompanying tables of fees, uncut, old fold along centre, very
good.
A scare broadside concerning the Swedish administration of
the Island of St. Barthélemy in the West Indies. France ceded
the island to the Swedes in 1784, with priveleges being
granted to the Swedish West India Company in 1786. The
small island became an important base for Swedish trade, in
particular the slave trade, remaining under their control
until 1877 when it was sold back to the French. Dated 1797
this tri-lingual table (Swedish, French, English) includes
official fees for conveyancing, preparation of inventories of
estates, and other legal services relating to the island,
including some maritime and mercantile matters: “for the
protest of a bill of exchange”, charges for “maritim[e]
passports” and “entering a sea protest.”

Not traced in ESTC. OCLC locates 6 copies (National
Library of Sweden; New York Public Library; John Carter
Brown Library; Harvard University Law School Library;
University of Minnesota; University of California,
Berkeley).
£450

Rare Books

YELLOW FEVER OBSERVED IN PHILADELPHIA & HAITI

116. DEVÈZE, Jean. Traité de la Fièvre Jaune ...
Paris, chez Aimé Comte. 1820. First edition. 8vo (13 x 20.5cm) [2], iii, [1],
xxxvii, [1], 311, [1]pp., without half-title, occasional light marginal foxing,
contemporary calf-backed marbled boards, flat spine gilt in compartments with
original red leather label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

First edition of this treatise on yellow fever by French physician Jean Devèze
(1753-1829). The content includes a detailed account of observations made
during his time in Philadelphia working at Bush Hill Hospital during the
epidemic of 1793; references are included also to treatment of yellow fever
from his experiences in the West Indies at Cap-Français on the island of SaintDomingue, now Haiti. Devèze was considered an authority on the subject by
the 1790s, having published An enquiry into, and observations upon the causes and
effects of the epidemic disease, which raged in Philadelphia from the month of August till
towards the middle of December, 1793 ... (Philadelphia, 1794). This substantial
manual, collecting his further work on yellow fever over several decades, offers
a mature summation of his studies.
£450

AMERICAN INDIANS & SLAVES INSTRUCTED IN CHRISTIANITY

117. WILSON, Thomas. An essay towards an instruction for the Indians; explaining the most
essential doctrines of Christianity. Which may be of use to such Christians, as have not well
considered the meaning of the religion they profess; or, who profess to know God, but in
works do deny Him. In several short and plain dialogues. Together with directions and
prayers for the heathen world, missionaries, catechumens, private persons, families ...
London, printed; and sold by J. Osborn ... and W. Thorn. 1740. First edition. 12mo (10 x 17cm) [6], xl, [4],248pp.,
flyleaf with ink inscription “Gertrude Woodd Decr.1775”, very good in contemporary blind-panelled calf, rubbed with
some wear to spine & joints but sound and entirely unrestored.

First edition, scarce, of this influential manual of Christian
instruction intended for use amongst communities of
American Indians and slaves in North America. The author
Thomas Wilson (1663-1755), bishop of Sodor and Man,
dedicates the treatise “to the honourable the Trustees of the
colony of Georgia”, noting the book was prepared at the
instigation of James Oglethorpe (1696-1785), leading
promoter of Georgia, following his advice on the
“condition, temper and genius of the Indians”. Wilson’s
lengthy preface includes discussion of “obstacles which lie in
the way of the conversion of the negroes and Indians”, criticizing “masters ... who envy their slaves time sufficient to
be instructed in the way of life and happiness, and compel
them to profane the Lord’s Day”, noting that “such masters
have no reason to expect the blessings of God.” Wilson also
discusses the need for missionaries, and for funding from
merchants, in particular from “those gentlemen who draw
great riches from the traffic and labours of the negroes, and
from the nations and countries of the Indians, whether they
live here, or in the [West] Indies ...” All subsequent editions
of this much-reprinted work were issued with an altered
title, beginning: The knowledge and practice of Christianity made
easy to the meanest capacities ... Sabin 104690.
£750
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FRENCH CARIBBEAN COLONY OF SAINT-DOMINGUE

118. [PETIT, Émilien.] Le patriotisme americain. Ou Memoires sur l’etablissement de la
partie française de l’isle de Saint Domingue, sous le vent de l’Amérique.
[Paris?] 1750. First edition. 12mo (9.5 x 16.5cm) 130, [2]pp., very good in contemporary calf, spine gilt in
compartments with flower tools, original leather label titled in gilt, marbled endpapers, light wear to extremities.

First edition, of the utmost rarity, of this early and important description of the French colony on the
Caribbean island of Saint-Domingue, now Haiti. The work of Émilien Petit (1713-1780), it includes a
substantial chapter on slavery, “Sur les noirs, esclaves, libres, ou affranchis” (pp.28-46), other chapters
ranging over the structure of government, police organisation, roads and public works, judiciary, the
geography and terrain, Catholic missions on the island and an overview of trade and mercantile activity
together with comments on the sugar trade and plantation economy. Petit, a creole magistrate sitting
on the council of the coastal parish of Léogâne on Saint-Domingue, wrote the book in the hope that it
might stimulate governmental reform of the colony, in particular that the military rule of the island
might be softened to encourage more colonists to reside there. He also describes an emerging “patriotisme americain”, a shared communal creole identity, that he feared might germinate rebellion and
threaten French control of the island. Petit later went on to advise the French state on West Indian
strategy, subsequent works including Traité sur le gouvernement des esclaves (Paris, 1777) and Dissertations
sur le Droit Public des Colonies Francoises, Espagnoles et Angloises (Paris, 1778). The contents of this book, in
particular Petit’s comments on race relations on the island, have received much academic study –
seemingly all derived from the copy in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France.

Sabin 59103. OCLC locates 1 copy only (Bibliothèque Nationale de France). We have not been able to
locate another example. Not in Hogg, The African slave trade.
£6500

Rare Books

CROMWELLIAN WARSHIP SENT TO WEST AFRICA SUPPORTING GUINEA COMPANY

119. CONSTABLE, William. [Warrant, signed, as president of the Council of State, to the
Commissioners of the Navy, following a petition by the “Company of Merchants tradeing
to Guinny”, ordering “that a man of warr ... called the Armes of Medenblick” should be
“speedily sheathed ... and ... fitted out” for sending “to that coast in company with two
ships to bee set out ... by the ... merchants.]
Whitehall [London.] 14 Octobris. 1652. Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (22 x 33cm) [1] page on bifolium, verso of
second leaf with manuscript address panel: “For the Commisssion[er]s of the Navy”, contemporary manuscript docket
receipt note “14th 8br. 1652 C[ouncil of] S[tate] for fitting to sea and sheathing the Armes of Mernbleck for to go to
Guiney”, large embossed paper wafer seal over wax of the Council of State, some light wear & a little dustiness along old
folds, section of blank paper from second leaf excised (presumably upon opening; no loss of text), very good.

A rare example of a document recording state support for the Company of Merchants trading to Guinea in
West Africa, this warrant dated 14 October 1652, orders the sheathing and fitting out of a warship, the
Armes of Medenblick, in readiness for sending to the coast of Africa to accompany two ships being sent out
by the Guinea merchants. The signature of Sir William Constable (1590-1655), soldier, politician and
regicide, is penned at the foot in his capacity as president of the Council of State. Under a new charter of
1631, the English state was to support the Guinea Company against foreign competition. This warrant was
issued at the outbreak of the First Anglo-Dutch War - evidently these ships were being sent to West Africa
in anticipation of increased hostilities, the English and Dutch being mercantile competitors along the West
African coast. The Company of Merchants trading to Guinea had set up a permanent base at Fort
Cormantin in Ghana, in particular to pursue trade in gold and ivory. Demand for enslaved labour on English
sugar plantations in the West Indies then led the company to begin trading in enslaved Africans during the
1640s and early 1650s.
£1250
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VOTING RIGHTS FOR FRENCH CARIBBEAN “CITOYENS DU COULEUR”

120. [JOLY, Étienne-Louis-Hector de.] Lettre des citoyens de couleur, des isles et
colonies françoises, a MM. les membres du Comité de Vérification de l’Assemblée
nationale. Du 23 novembre 1789.
[Paris, de l’imprimerie de Lottin l’aîné & Lottin de S.-Germain. Nov. 1789.] First edition. 8vo (12 x 19.5cm) [2],
24pp., a very good copy in period-style modern marbled boards.
This rare pamphlet containing the text of a letter addressed by the “citoyens de couleur des isles &
colonies françoises” to the Committee of verification of the French National Assembly bears the names
of Étienne-Louis-Hector de Joly (1756-1837) a white barrister and member of La Société des amis des
Noirs and Julien Raimond (1744-1801), a free-born indigo planter of mixed race, the son of a French
colonist and wealthy planter’s daughter. A prosperous slave owner on Saint-Domingue, he became a
prominent leader of the French abolitionists. The text here records complaints about the exclusion of
free-born men of colour of the colonies from voting and their lack of legal rights, lamenting that they
have been excluded and drawing on arguments concerning their supposedly equal rights under the
constitution. Their campaign led to the introduction by the French legislature on 15 May 1791 of the
right for free-born men of colour to vote in the French colonies. The strong resistance provoked
amongst white planters on Saint-Domingue was instrumental in precipitating the Haitian Revolution.

Sabin 40674; Martin & Walter, Anonymes, 8730. OCLC locates 7 copies only (Bibliothèque Nationale
de France; British Library; John Carter Brown Library; New York Public Library; Library Company of
Philadelphia; New York Historical Society; National Library of Australia).
£1250

Rare Books

HAITIAN REVOLUTION & VOTING RIGHTS IN FRENCH CARIBBEAN

121. RAIMOND, Julien. Pétition nouvelle des citoyens de couleur des îsles françcoises, a
l’Assemblée nationale; précédée d’un avertissement sur les manœuvres employées pour
faire échouer cette pétition, et suivie de pièces justificatives.
Paris, Chez Desenne ... Bailly ...Tous les marchands ...18 Mars 1791. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 21cm) xii, 19, [1]
pp., a very good copy in period-style modern marbled boards, spine with gilt-titled leather label.

In Paris since 1784 to support the cause of citoyens de couleur, free-born citizens of colour in the French
Caribbean, Julien Raimond (1744-1801) was a free-born indigo planter of mixed race, the son of a
French colonist and wealthy planter’s daughter. A prosperous slave owner on Saint-Domingue, he
became a prominent leader of the abolitionist Société des amis des noirs. Printed in March 1791, this
scarce pamphlet records the text of a petition concerning the of rights free-born men of colour in the
French West Indian colonies, in particular Saint-Domingue, with Raimond’s name heading the list of
signatories. It attacks the coalition of government representatives and white planters working to
frustrate the efforts of Raimond and his supporters. The campaign led to the introduction by the
French legislature on 15 May 1791 of the right for free-born men of colour to vote in the French
colonies. The strong resistance provoked amongst white planters on Saint-Domingue was instrumental
in precipitating the Haitian Revolution.

Sabin 61271. Sowerby, E.M., Catalogue of the library of Thomas Jefferson, 1393. Martin & Walter.
Anonymes; 13848; Bissainthe 7546.
£1250
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ABOLITION OF SLAVERY IN FRENCH COLONIES OPPOSED

122. BEGOUËN, Jacques-François. Précis sur l’importance des colonies, et sur la
servitude des noirs; suivi d’observations sur la traite des noirs.
[A Versailles, de l’Imprimerie de Ph.-D. Pierres.] [1790?] First edition. 8vo (14 x 21.5cm) [2],50pp., a very good,
uncut copy, stab-sewn & unbound as issued, title with contemporary ink inscription “par M. Begouen, du Havre ...”
Born at Petit-Goâve on the French Caribbean island colony of Saint-Domingue, the wealthy merchant
and ship owner Jacques-François Begouën (1743-1831), deputy from the port city of Le Havre, was a
prominent opposer of the abolition of slavery in the French West Indies. He outlined his views in this
scarce pamphlet, both on the importance of the colonies to the French economy, and, in a second
section titled Observations sur la traite des noirs, his opinions on the benefits of the slave trade and
plantation culture. Begouën’s position here is representative of the outlook of many wealthy French
merchants with interests in the trans-Atlantic slave trade. Their anti-abolitionist justifications included
arguments that slavery was endemic in African culture, “l’esclavage existe de temps immémorial”, and
that slaves were treated more favourably in the colonies. There are also some references to the progress
of the abolitionist cause in Great Britain.
Martin & Walter 2396; Roquincourt 228; Sabin 65033; Hogg 1969.

£2500

Rare Books

SENEGAL TO SAINT-DOMINGUE - FRENCH ABOLITIONIST’S NOVEL

123. ROGER, Jacques-Françoise. Kelédor, histoire Africaine ...
Paris, chez A. Nepveu. 1828. First edition. 8vo (12 x 20.5cm) xvi, 271, [1]pp., including half-title, some light marginal
foxing, early ninetheenth century leather-backed marbled boards, spine ruled in gilt with gilt-stamped title, light wear
to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this novel set in Senegal in West Africa by the French lawyer, politician and diplomat
Jacques-Françoise Roger (1787-1849), between 1822 and 1827 governor of Senegal. Roger became a
supporter of the abolition of slavery and was a founder member in 1834 of the Société française pour l'abolition de l'esclavage. He explains in his preface his wish to inform French readers of the then little-known
geography, history and natural history of Senegal, including the climate, different tribes, flora and fauna,
together with some historical vignettes and discussion of the slave trade. His decision to write a novel telling
the life story of the central character Kelédor would, he thought, allow him to offer an overview of details
he considered of interest. Kelédor, a member of the Wolof people, enslaved in inter-tribal war and shipped
by slave-traders to the French Caribbean island colony of Saint-Domingue, then fights with the forces of
Touissaint Louverture in the Haitian Revolution. Baron Roger also produced other works concerning
Senegal, including Fables sénégalaises (Paris, 1828) and Recherches philosophiques sur la langue ouolofe (Paris,
1829).

Not traced in Hogg, The African slave trade. OCLC locates 8 copies only (New York Public Library;
Princeton University; British Library; National Library of South Africa; Bibliothèque Nationale de France;
UB Frankfurt; Mazarine Library Paris; Mediatheque Montpellier).
£2500
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PLANTERS OF SAINT-DOMINGUE OPPOSE EQUAL RIGHTS FOR FREE-BORN MEN OF COLOUR

124. [SAINT-DOMINGUE.] Adresses de l’Assemblée provinciale du nord de Saint-Domingue, du 15 juillet 1791, à
l’Assemblée nationale, au Roi, aux 83 départemens, et au
directoire du département de la Gironde, sur le décret du
15 mai, en faveur des hommes de couleur libres des colonies.
Arreté de la même Assemblée, qui prend les hommes de
couleur sous sa protection spéciale. Lettres écrites par la
même Assemblée, à ses députés, pour accompagner l’envoi
de ces adresses et arrêté.
A Paris, de L’Imprimierie Nationale. 1791. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 20cm) 29,
[1]pp., a fine example in modern marbled boards in period style, spine with
leather label titled in gilt.

First edition, scarce, of this collection of letters and other responses
by the Assemblée provinciale du nord of the French Caribbean island
colony of Saint-Domingue regarding the decree by the Assemblée
nationale of May 15, 1791, giving equal voting rights to free-born men
of colour throughout the colonies held by France. In spite of the sentiments of liberté, egalité, fraternité for all espoused by supporters of the
French Revolution, French colonists in the Caribbean were largely opposed to equal rights between white
planters and free-born men of colour: “En admettant les gens de couleur, nés de père & mère libres, dans
les assemblées paroissiales & coloniales, vous effacez la ligne politique qui séparoit les gens de couleur des
blancs, & vous détruisez pa-là un intermédiaire nécessaire à la conservation des colonies ... C’est par l’existence d’une classe intermédiaire, que la colonie s’est maintenue jusqu’à ce jour exempte de toute insurrection des noirs ...”
Bissainthe 4397. Sabin 29564; Martin & Walter, Anonymes, 16290. OCLC lists 9 locations (Columbia
University New York; Cornell University; New York Public Library; BM Lyon; Bibliothèque Nationale de
France; University of California Berkeley; Yale University; University of Maryland; John Carter Brown
Library).
£950
HAITIAN FICTION - THREE HISTORICAL NOVELLAS

125. BAIGNOUX, Pierre-Philippe. Amélina, Épisode de la
conquête et de la colonisation des Espagnols dans l’Ile D’Haïti ...
Tours, R. Pornin et C.ie. 1841. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 21.5cm) xvi, 387, [1]pp.,
including two sectional titles, light waterstains at lower margin of second half of
volume (not affecting legibility), contemporary brown morocco, blind-impressed
decoration to both boards, flat spine with decorative gilt tooling, gilt-stamped title,
marbled endpapers, light wear to extremities.

Three historical novellas relating to the Caribbean island of Haiti are
presented in this volume. Pierre-Philippe Baignoux (1752-1848), sometime
mayor of Tours, is the author of Amélina, themed on the Spanish colonisation
of the island at end of the fifteenth century with the arrival of Christopher
Columbus (d.1506). The two additional novellas here, published anonymously, are attributed to Alexandre Duboy. Godefroy, ou Les filibustiers is set
in the seventeenth century around French merchants on the island, while
Augustin, ou La révolte des noirs is set during the slave revolt of 1790. This
appears to be the first printing of both Amélina and the two novellas by
Duboy. Rare.

We have not been able to trace a record in OCLC of this first edition. The second edition, issued under a
general title (... Les trois époques ... Tours,1843) is also scarce, with OCLC listing 5 copies only (New York
Public Library; Clark Art Institute; Brown University; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Sachsische
Landesbibliothek).
£450

